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Tensor Analysis and the Dynamics of Motor Cortex
by Jeffrey S. Seely
Neural data often spanmultiple indices, such as neuron, experimental condi-
tion, trial, and time, resulting in a tensor ormultidimensional array. Standard
approaches to neural data analysis often rely on matrix factorization tech-
niques, such as principal component analysis or nonnegative matrix factor-
ization. Any inherent tensor structure in the data is lost when flattened into
a matrix. Here, we analyze datasets from primary motor cortex from the per-
spective of tensor analysis, and develop a theory for how tensor structure re-
lates to certain computational properties of the underlying system. Applied
to the motor cortex datasets, we reveal that neural activity is best described
by condition-independent dynamics as opposed to condition-dependent re-
lations to external movement variables. Motivated by this result, we pur-
sue one further tensor-related analysis, and two further dynamical systems-
related analyses. First, we show how tensor decompositions can be used to
denoise neural signals. Second, we apply system identification to the cortex-
to-muscle transformation to reveal the intermediate spinal dynamics. Third,
we fit recurrent neural networks to muscle activations and show that the geo-
metric properties observed in motor cortex are naturally recapitulated in the
network model. Taken together, these results emphasize (on the data analy-
sis side) the role of tensor structure in data and (on the theoretical side) the
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In systems neuroscience, new experimental techniques are driving the collec-
tion of increasingly rich, high-dimensional datasets, requiring the develop-
ment of new data analysis techniques as well as new theoretical paradigms
for framing hypotheses.
Making sense of complex neural data will follow from the interaction be-
tween both efforts: data analysis techniques driven by theoretical paradigms
and vice versa. This work contributes progress on both fronts. On the data
analysis side, we borrow from the tensor decomposition literature and show
how the tensor structure of certain neural datasets contain important infor-
mation that is lost in matricization. On the theoretical side, we pursue a
dynamical systems perspective for interpreting time-varying neural activity.
Tensor decompositions are utilized in a simple denoising applications in
Chapter 3. The dynamical systems perspective is explored in the context of
motor control in Chapters 4 and 5. The main contribution of this work re-
sides at the intersection: Chapter 2 shows how the tensor structure of neural
data can reveal whether time-varying neural activity is generated by internal
dynamics or is driven by external inputs. We apply this theoretical result to
data from motor and visual cortex. We show that time-varying activity in
the motor cortex data is explained by internal dynamics, while time-varying
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activity in the visual cortex data is explained by external inputs.
In this chapter, we lay mathematical foundations. A review of tensor
analysis is presented first, followed by a review of linear dynamical systems.
Their relationship becomes clear in Chapter 2.
1.1 Tensors
1.1.1 Intuition and definitions
Tensors are typically defined in one of two ways: as n-dimensional arrays or
as multilinear functions. In data analysis, we may prefer to view tensors as
n-dimensional arrays, but we can nevertheless borrow from the the theory
of multilinear functions to build intuition. Therfore, we outline the relation
between the two viewpoints.
A tensor is an n-dimensional array. Tensors are higher-order generaliza-
tions of vectors and matrices. A scalar is a zeroth order tensor, a vector is a
first-order tensor, and a matrix is a second-order tensor. The order of a tensor
is number of indices required to access an element of the array.
Alternativley, a tensor is a multilinear function, which can always be rep-
resented by an n-dimensional array. A function f : V1 ⇥ · · · ⇥ Vn ! W is
multilinear if it is linear in each of its arguments separately, where each Vi
andW are vector spaces. That is, f is multilinear if and only if
f(v1, . . . ,↵(vi + v
0
i), . . . , vn) = ↵f(vi, . . . , vi, . . . , vn) + ↵f(v1, . . . , v
0
i, . . . , vn)
(1.1)
for all i. The corresponding array representation of f depends on a choice of
bases in the vector spaces V1, . . . , Vn andW . The array is sometimes called a
“hypermatrix” to distinguish it from its associated tensor (multilinear func-
tion) [23]. To extract the array representation of f , consider the following
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examples, where each Ri is given the canonical basis,
Function Array representation
Linear functional: f : Rn ! R 1⇥ n row vector
Linear function: f : Rn ! Rp p⇥ nmatrix
Bilinear functional: f : Rm ⇥ Rn ! R m⇥ nmatrix
Bilinear function: f : Rm ⇥ Rn ! Rp p⇥m⇥ n array
Trilinear functional: f : Rl ⇥ Rm ⇥ Rn ! R l ⇥m⇥ n array
From the definition of multilinearity, it follows that (see [23]) a bilinear
functional f : Rn ⇥ Rm ! R can be written as f(u, v) = Pi,j aijuivj , i.e.
f(u, v) = u>Av, with u 2 Rm, v 2 Rn, and A 2 Rm⇥n. The matrix A is thus a
collection of coefficients for the terms uivj . An extension to multiple outputs,
f : Rm ⇥ Rn ! Rp, is thought of as a collection of p single-output functions,
thus the corresponding 3-dimensional array is a collection of p matrices of
sizem⇥ n. Examples of bilinear functions include matrix multiplication, the
matrix determinant, inner products, and cross products. Bilinear functions
are ubiquitious in mathematics, and it is worth stating their importance to
help motivate why one might wish to consider multilinear functions more
generally (i.e. why stop at order two?).
Trilinear functionals f : Rl ⇥ Rm ⇥ Rm ! R satisfying multilinearity
(Eq. 1.1) can be written as f(u, v, w) =
P
i,j,k aijkuivjwk. Here, the coefficients
can be collected into a l⇥m⇥n array, denotedA. Unlike in the bilinear case,
there is no way to write f succinctly using matrix-vector notation, since we
need a more general notion of the transpose operation.
Thus, tensors can be viewed as either a multilinear function f , or as the
collection of coefficients of the terms of f formatted in an array. From a
data analysis standpoint, it is tempting to consider tensors as “just” arrays
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of numbers. Yet even data arrays have an underlying corresponding func-
tion. For example, an N ⇥ T (neuron by time) matrix might be thought of
as T samples of N -dimensional data vectors, but the matrix also represents a
linear function f : RT ! RN . This function takes any T -dimensional vector
(a neural response over time) and outputs an N -dimensional vector whose
components are the dot products of each actual neuron’s response and the
putative input response. Thus, theN ⇥T data matrix has an associated func-
tion f that computes the similarity of all possible neural responses (vectors
in RT ) with each of the observed responses. Similarly, the notion of matrix
rank can be interpreted in the “data” viewpoint as the span of the data vec-
tors; equivalently, in the “function” viewpoint, the rank is the dimension of
the range of the function f . In all cases, the “data” viewpoint and “func-
tion” viewpoint coincide. The idea is that while we may perfer to stick with
the data viewpoint, we can borrow from the theory of multilinear functions
when discussing n-dimensional arrays of data.
1.1.2 Common occurances of tensors
Tensors arise most frequently in practice whenever data span multiple in-
dices, such as neuron, time, stimulus, subject, and trial [9]. In this work, we
will focus on these types of data tensors.
Tensors arise naturally in statistics as well. One can take outer products
of a data matrix to form arrays containing higher-order statistics. Such a
construction is often useful as the following example illustrates. For ran-
dom variables x, y, and z, their third-order moment tensor M is defined as
Mijk = E(xiyjzk). Cumulant tensors are defined similarly. Random vari-
ables are independent if and only if their cumulant tensor is diagonal [10]—
Aijk = 0 whenever i 6= j, i 6= k, or j 6= k. This observation has immediate
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applications for “blind” problems, such as blind source separation or inde-
pendent component analysis. A natural method for independent component
analysis involves a decomposition of cumulant tensors [12]. More generally,
tensor decompositions provide a general framework for learning latent vari-
able models [3].
Tensors arise in even more familiar settings. For a multivariable scalar
function f : Rn ! R, we can store the partial derivatives of order d in a d-th
order tensor. The Jacobian is a first-order tensor ai = @f@xi which we denote




order tensor, Aijk = @3f@xixjxk , and so on. The Taylor expansion of a function
f : Rn ! R is f(x) = f0 + f1(x) + f2(x, x) + f3(x, x, x) + . . . where each fi is a
ith order multilinear function represented by arrays, a0, a1, A2,A3, . . . . Thus,
tensors naturally arise even in the simplest settings—as terms in the Taylor
expansion of a function.
1.1.3 Tensor notation
Scalars and vectors will be denoted by lowercase letters, e.g. a. Matrices will
be denoted by uppercase letters, e.g. A. Higher-order tensors will be denoted
by script letters, e.g. A. We denote the (i, j, k) entry of the third-order tensor
A by Aijk.
Subtensors are denoted using colon notation. The ith row of matrix A is
denoted by Ai:, while the jth column is denoted by A:j .
The vector subtensors of higher-order tensors are sometimes called fibers:
A:ij , Ai:j and Aij: refer to mode-1, mode-2, and mode-3 fibers, respectively.
Matrix subtensors are called slices, e.g. A::i, A:i: and Ai::.
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1.1.4 Tensor operations
Many tensor operations can be understood in terms of matricization or flat-
tening. A tensor X 2 RN⇥C⇥T has three mode-nmatricizations
X(1) 2 RN⇥CT (1.2)
X(2) 2 RC⇥NT (1.3)
X(3) 2 RT⇥NC (1.4)
The mode-1 matricization, X(1), consists of all N -dimensional fibers of X
(all CT of them) arranged side-by-side to create a N ⇥ CT matrix. The order
of the vectors is inconsequential, but by convention ordering is lexicographic.
Consistent ordering is necessary to define the inverse operation, tensoriza-
tion.
The n-mode product of a tensor X with a matrix U , denoted X ⇥n U ,
defines multipliplication by a matrix “along” the nth mode of a tensor. For
instance, the 1-mode product of X 2 RN⇥C⇥T with U 2 RK⇥N is




with 2-mode and 3-mode products defined similarly. Another approach to
defining the n-mode product is to note the following one-to-one correspon-
dence [22]:
Y = X ⇥n U () Y(n) = UX(n) (1.6)
That is, X ⇥n U amounts to performing the mode-n unfolding of X , multi-
plying on the left by U , then reshaping the result back into a tensor.
Since matrices are second order tensors, we can recast familar matrix op-
erations using the above notation. For example, we can rewrite the matrix
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SVD, A = USV > as A = S ⇥1 U ⇥2 V . We can write the bilinear form x>Ax
as A⇥1 x⇥2 x. Note that for a matrix A, A(1) = A and A(2) = A>.
1.1.5 Neuron by condition by time tensors
Our primary object of study is a tensor indexed by neuron, experimental
condition, and time. We let N , C, and T correspond to the total number of
neurons, conditions, and time points, respectively.
Throughout the systems neuroscience literature, datasets are often recorded
across many neurons, conditions, and times [24, 7, 15]. Recording from mul-
tiple neurons is motivated by the idea that information is represented at the
population level—a vector in Rn—as opposed to the single-neuron level.
Capturing response variation across time, as opposed to looking at static
responses or time-averaged firing rates, is necessary for inferring dynamic
properties of computation. Recording responses across multiple experimen-
tal conditions captures important relationships between stimuli/behaviors
and neural responses.
Thus, to capture these three goals simultaneously, one must record data
across each of the three indices. Yet in many classic studies, it is not un-
common to conceptually fix at least one of the indices while only studying
variation across the remaining indices. For example, classic studies of visual
cortex revealed that a neuron’s response depends on the angle of contrast ori-
entation within that neuron’s (“classical”) receptive field [17]. Other studies
of visual cortex might focus primarily on response dynamics [32, 31]. Other
approaches might focus on responses across neurons and conditions, but not
time, as in studies of the topographic organization of preferred directions
[38].
Many datasets are simplified by averaging across time, or even averaging
across neurons, to create simpler objects to study—e.g. N ⇥ C matrices as
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in the analysis of population vectors in motor cortex [15]. In other cases,
datasets may include multiple neurons, conditions, and times, but analyses
focus on one of the three matrix unfoldings, ignoring relationships among
the others indices. For example, it is common to matricize an N ⇥ C ⇥ T
tensor into an N ⇥ CT matrix to perform principal component analysis or
other dimensionality reduction techniques [11].
By studying variation across one index at a time, there is no doubt that
neuroscience has made substantial progress. Yet here we will demonstrate
the strength of data analysis techniques that consider the structure across all
three indices simultaneously. Recent studies that take advantage of variation
across all indices include demixed principal component analysis [6, 21] and
various tensor decomposition work in neuroimaging [9].
Not all data are naturally formatted as third-order arrays. Datasets where
different neurons/conditions correspond to different time-lengths have no
naturalN⇥C⇥T format. Each individual neural response across time is in a
vector space RTn,c of different dimension, rendering tensor analyses inappli-
cable. Often, this situation can be rectified: lock the data to an experimental
cue (stimulus onset, behavioral onset, etc.) and consider a fixed number of
time points before and after the cue. More sophisticated methods can also be
used, such as dynamic time warping [27] to ensure equal time lengths.
For a dataset X 2 RN⇥C⇥T , we can interpret the meaning of each of the
three vector spaces RN , RC , and RT , as well as each of the three spaces corre-
sponding to the matrix slices, RC⇥T , RN⇥T , and RC⇥T .
Vectors in RN correspond to population response patterns—the response
of an entire neural population at a particular condition and particular time
point. Vectors in RC are tuning functions—how a particular neuron and a
particular time depends on experimental condition, which could be labeled
Chapter 1. Introduction and Mathematical Preliminaries 9
condition





FIGURE 1.1: Neuron by condition by time tensor and its vector
fibers.
simply as c1, c2, . . . , or by experimental parameters associated with that con-
dition, such as ✓1, ✓2, . . . . Vectors in RT are response patterns over time, usu-
ally called a peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH). Each of these three vector
spaces thus have an natural interpretation familiar to the neuroscience com-
munity.
Slices of X include Xn::—the response of one neuron n across all condi-
tions and times—X:c:—the response of all neurons and times for a particular
condition c—and X::t—a snapshot of all neurons and conditions for a partic-
ular time t.
For a third-order tensor, vector fibers and matrix slices are linked by the
row-column “duality” of matrices in the following sense. The columns of
X(1) are vectors in RN , while the rows are vectors in RCT , which can be re-
shaped to matrices of size C ⇥ T—the slices Xn::. The span of both the rows
and columns of X(1) have the same dimension and are in some sense differ-
ent views of the same data. Yet, the vector spaces RN , RC , and RT are not
linked by this duality. In other words, the matrices X(1), X(2), X(3) can each
have different ranks for a given tensor. This is a fundamental difference be-
tween matrices and tensors. From the standpoint of analyses based on SVD,
matrices (2nd order tensors) have one story to tell, while 3rd order tensors
have three.






FIGURE 1.2: Matrix slices of N ⇥ C ⇥ T tensors.
1.1.6 Tensor decompositions and tensor rank
The main tools of tensor-based data analysis are tensor decompositions. Like
matrix decompositions, tensor decompositions decompose a dataset into sim-
pler, potentially more interpretable parts. Tensor decompositions are also
used to reveal the tensor rank of a dataset—a succinct numerical summary
of the complexity of the tensor as a whole or across different modes. One
only needs to look toward the ubiquity and utility of matrix decompositions
to motivate tensor decompositions. However, generalizing decompositions
from second order to higher order arrays introduces numerous subtleties.
As stated above, there is no single generalization of the matrix SVD—the
canonical matrix decomposition—leading to different notions of tensor rank,
and introducing more choices to any data analysis procedure. Yet, surpris-
ingly, some higher-order tensor decompositions enjoy uniquness properties
not available to second order arrays.
Recall the matrix singular value decomposition:






where UU> = I , V V > = I , S = diag(s) for a vector of singular values s.
The vectors ur and vr are the rth columns of U and V , respectively. The
matrix SVD says that any linear transformation can be decomposed into an
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orthonormal transformation (V ), followed by a scaling of coordinates (S), fol-
lowed by an orthonormal transformation (U ). Equivalently, any linear trans-
formation can be decomposed into the sum of mutually orthogonal rank-1
transformations.
It is straighforward to generalize the ‘sum of rank-1 components’ notion




ur   vr   wr (1.8)
where   denotes the outer product, i.e. ur   vr   wr forms a third-order array
for u 2 RN , v 2 RC , and w 2 RT (to follow our neuron-by-condition-by-time
example). The rank of X is the smallest R for which the above decompo-
sition holds. This decomposition is known as the canonical polyadic (CP)
decomposition. Typically, one uses this decomposition when the rank-1 com-
ponents are expected to be interpretable in some way. For third order tensors
(and higher), a CP decomposition cannot be performed in general while si-
multaneously requiring that UU> = I , V V > = I , andWW> = I . Thus, there
is no single generalization of the matrix SVD.
In terms of matricization, we can write the CP decomposition as follows:
X(1) = U(W   V )> (1.9)
X(2) = V (W   U)> (1.10)
X(3) = W (V   U)> (1.11)
where   denotes the Khatri-Rao product (see [22]). The matricized versions
of tensor decompositions allow for straightforward numerical implementa-
tions.
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Spqr up   vq   wr (1.12)
X = S ⇥1 U ⇥2 V ⇥3 W (1.13)
In terms of matricization, the Tucker decomposition can be written as:
X(1) = US(1)(W ⌦ V )> (1.14)
X(2) = V S(2)(W ⌦ U)> (1.15)
X(3) = WS(3)(V ⌦ U)> (1.16)
We can further require that U , V , andW are orthonormal.
A simple procedure for performing a Tucker decomposition is known as
higher-order SVD (HOSVD): obtain U , V , andW as the left singular vectors
of X(1), X(2), and X(3), respectively. Then, obtain S as S = X ⇥1 U> ⇥2 V > ⇥3
W>. The truncated HOVSD is obtained as,
X ⇡ S1:p,1:q,1:r ⇥1 U:,1:p ⇥2 V:,1:q,⇥3W:,1:r (1.17)
for a rank-(p, q, r) approximation of X . The tuple (p, q, r) is the multilin-
ear rank of X when the approximation is exact. The multilinear rank is the
second generalization of tensor rank after the CP rank (or just rank) defined
above. More simply, the multilinear rank of X is defined as the tuple of ranks
of each of its unfoldings.
One distinguishes between HOSVD and Tucker decompositions in the
following sense. For a given choices of (p, q, r), the choices of S, U, V,W in
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⇡ ⇥1 ⇥2 ⇥3
k1 ⇥ k2 ⇥ k3 N ⇥ k1 C ⇥ k2 T ⇥ k3










kX   S ⇥1 U ⇥2 V ⇥2 Wk2F
subject to U>U = I,
V >V = I,
W>W = I
(1.18)
are not given by HOSVD, unlike in the matrix case. The Tucker decompo-
sition emphasizes that any choices of S, U, V,W can be made—perhaps one
that approximates X more closely than that obtained by HOSVD.
The literature on tensor decompositions is rich and this overview only
scratches the surface. There is significant emphasis placed on the constraints
of the factor matrices U, V,W—either in the CP or Tucker setting—leading
to, for example, nonnegative tensor decompositions [8]. One can mix and
match constraints [33]; e.g. a nonnegative constraint on U , an orthonormal
constraint on V , and a sparsity constraint onW . Implementing structure such
as diagonal, Toeplitz, Hankel, etc. on the factor matrices offer even further
flexibility. A block-Hankel structure on the temporal factor matrix, for ex-
ample, can be used in the context of linear system identification [29]. Fac-
tor matrices can also be shared across different datasets/tensors, leading to
what is known as data fusion [33]. There is also extensive literature on ten-
sor train decompositions, which allow for efficient decompositions of tensors
with very high order [28].
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1.2 Linear Dynamical Systems
The subject of dynamical systems is central in the following chapters. In par-
ticular, we will study dynamical systems as observed across multiple condi-
tions, resulting in data objects that can be formatted into N ⇥ C ⇥ T tensors.
In particular, we will ask whether a linear dynamical system that is primar-
ily input-drive or primarily autonomous best account for data. Further, we
will show that this distinction essentially depends on the multilinear rank of
the N ⇥ C ⇥ T data. With this motivation, let us review the subject of linear
dynamical systems.
1.2.1 Overview
Often, one associates a discrete-time linear dynamical system with the fol-
lowing pair of equations,
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (1.19)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) (1.20)
where u 2 Rm is the input, y 2 Rp is the output, and x 2 Rn is the state, and
all matrices are of appropriate dimension.
Since the system is in discrete time, the solution amounts to simple alge-
bra:
y(t) = CAtx(0) +
t 1X
⌧=0
CAt (⌧+1)Bu(t) +Du(t), t > 0 (1.21)
The output y(t) includes an autonomous term, a (discrete) convolution term,
and a feedthrough term. The above two sets of equations imply that we can
think of linear dynamical systems as state-space models or as input-output
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models. The latter is more general and provides the proper definition of a
linear dynamical system.
We can define a dynamical system as a function that maps input signals,
U = {u | u : Z ! Rm} to output signals, Y = {y | y : Z ! Rp}. Here
U denotes the set of all functions from Z to Rm. A linear dynamical system
thus defined as D : U ! Y where D is linear. For a given D, we have a




H(i, j)u(j), i, j 2 Z (1.22)
Familiar properties are defined as follows. The systemD is causal ifH(i, j) =
0 for i  j. The system D is time-invariant if H(i, j) = Hi j , where Hi j is
just notation for a particular matrix in Rp⇥m. In other words, time-invariance
is the property that H(i, j) = H(k, l) whenever i  j = k   l.
Time-invariance implies that we can write D as a discrete convolution (a
sum):




Time-invariance and causality imply a way to write the impulse response
description of a linear dynamical system,
y(t) = H0u(t) +H1u(t  1) +H2u(t  2) + · · · (1.24)
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Suppose we started with the state-space model Eq. 1.19. We can write the
corresponding impulse response parameters in terms of state space matrices:
Ht =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
CAt 1B t > 0
D t = 0
0 t < 0
(1.25)
corresponding to our derivation in Eq. 1.21 under the assumption that x(0) =
0. The sequenceHt itself is referred to as the impulse response of the system.
The kth column of Ht is the response of y(t) when an impuse was applied at
time zero in the kth component of the input, i.e. uk(0) = 1 while ui(t) = 0 for
all other i and t.
From the impulse response to transfer function representations of D. A
useful property of linear dynamical systems is that they admit a description
in the Laplace domain. For discrete-time analog of the Laplace transform
is the z-transform. A z-domain description of D can be obtained by simply
taking the z-transform of the impulse response,
Hˆ(z) = D + C(zI   A) 1B (1.26)
which is known as the transfer function. The corresponding z-domain rep-
resentation of D is
yˆ(z) = Hˆ(z)uˆ(z) (1.27)
A transfer function is a p ⇥ m complex matrix that maps the z-transform of
an input signal to the z-transform of an output signal.
From state-space to transfer function representations: The transfer func-
tion can be derived directly from the state-space description, which depends
on a key property of z-transforms: Z(f(t+1)) = zfˆ(t)  zf(0). This property
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alone indicates why z-transforms (Laplace transforms) are a powerful way
to solve difference (differential) equations: they turn calculus into algebra.
Thus, we can take the z-transform of the state-space equation
Z(x(t+ 1)) =Z(Ax(t) + Bu(t)) (1.28)
zxˆ(z)  zx(0) =Axˆ(z) + Buˆ(z) (1.29)
xˆ(z) =(zI   A) 1zx(0) + (zI   A) 1Buˆ(z) (1.30)
Thus,
yˆ(z) = C(zI   A) 1zx(0) + ⇥C(zI   A) 1B +D⇤ uˆ(z) (1.31)
When x(0) = 0 we recover the above equality: yˆ(z) = Hˆ(z)uˆ(z).
From state-space to ARX representations. In signal processing, autore-
gressive (AR) models are frequently used for modeling time series. Here,
we show that ARX (AR with eXogeneous inputs) models are equivalent to
transfer function descriptions of linear dynamical systems. To proceed, let’s
suppose we can replace the complex variable z with the shift operator q:
qf(t) = f(t + 1). This substitution is feasible whenever f(0) = 0. Thus
(following [37]), we have
qx(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (1.32)




C(qI   A) 1B +D u(t) = H(q)u(t) (1.34)
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Using an explicit formula for (qI   A) 1, we can write H(q) as
H(q) =
C adj(qI   A)B +D det(qI   A)
det(qI   A) (1.35)
Although not terribly useful in practice, Eq. 1.35 emphasizes thatH(q) is just
a matrix of rational functions—quotients of two polynomials. This observa-
tion follows from the fact that both adj and det specify polynomials in the
shift operator q. Thus, each entry of the matrix H(q) can be written as a ra-





For some polynomials Rij and S. The zeros of S are the poles of the system
and correspond to the eigenvalues of A in the corresponding state-space de-
scription. The zeros of Rij are the zeros of D, where each input-output pair
uj , yi has a distinct set of zeros.







To make the following notation concise, suppose we setm = p = 1. Multiply







where ri and sj are the coefficients of the polynomials R and s.
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Finally, set sn = 1 by convention (divide all terms by sn if is not 1). Then
we have the following autoregressive with exogenous inputs (ARX)model:
y(t) =rnu(t) + rn 1u(t  1) + · · ·+ r0u(t  n) (1.39)
sn 1y(t  1) + sn 2y(t  2) + · · ·+ s0y(t  n) (1.40)
where we shifted y(t + n) to y(t) on the left hand side to state the following
more explicity: ARX models define linear dynamical systems by specifying
the current output y(t) as a weighted sum of the past n inputs (including
the current input) and of the past n   1 outputs (not including the currount
output).
From ARX to impulse response. To tie things up, note how we can take
the Laurent expansion of H(z) (or H(q)) to recover the impulse response se-
quence Ht.
1.2.2 Implications for identification
The system identification problem states, given sequences u(t) and y(t), de-
termine D. This is, of course, a frequently encountered problem in practice,
and one we explore in Chapter 4. The previous section emphasizes that there
are multiple ways to approach identification, given that there are multiple
parameterizations (representations) of a dynamical system D.
A generic linear dynamical system D can be any linear mapping from
inputs to outputs, but we often constrain the model to be causal and time-
invariant. As developed above, the state-space, impulse-response, and ARX
models incorporate these constraints naturally, which are generally desired
from an identification standpoint. Nevertheless, these constraints can be
easily relaxed. Time-varying dynamical systems can be specified by time-
varying parameters in any description. Acausal descriptions can be obtained
in the obviousway by allowing (in external descriptions)H(i, j) to be nonzero
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for all i, j. For state-space models, it’s easy to see that acausality requires




for some feedback matrix K. The corre-
sponding input-output relationship is acasual. (As an aside, “acasual” pro-
cessing is ubiquitous in the brain, e.g. as in predictive coding [30], and sim-
ply by studying linear dynamical systems we can convince ourselves of the
necessary role that feedback must play in such processing.)
A state-space model specifies a multi-input multi-output (m > 1, p > 1)
system where the poles of every input-output pair are shared, since a sin-
gle matrix A is responsible for the intervening transformation between ui
and yj . This is otherwise evident from the denominator of Eq. 1.35. A state-
space model is overparameterized—more parameters than degrees of free-
dom. This can be noted from the fact that any change of basis in the state-
space Rn yields equivalent input-output transformations, though yield dif-
ferent values of A,B and C. Intuitively, the eigenvalues of A determine the
dynamics of the system thus A is determined by only n degrees of freedom
(when the state-space description isminimal—A has full rank).
The impulse-response model is attractive from a model-fitting perspec-
tive. Simply regress outputs against past inputs. Formally, however, the im-
pulse response is an infinite set of parameters with finite degrees of freedom.
By only regressing against l past inputs we obtain a finite impulse response
model.
TheARX representation is also attractive for identification purposes. Whereas
the impulse response contains an infinite number of parameters with finite
degrees of freedom, the ARX model simply parameterizes those degrees of
freedom explicitly. This is accomplished by regressing outputs against past
inputs and outputs. The corresponding coefficients translate exactly to the
coefficients of a transfer function, which have an immediate interpretation as
polynomial coefficients for the poles and zeros of the system.
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However, neither the impulse-response or ARXmodels are capable of nat-
urally capturing shared dynamics (shared poles) without explicit constraints.
By fitting an ARX model to data where p > 1,m > 1, we are essentially fit-
ting a distinct dynamical system (a distinct set of poles/zeros) to each input-
output pair. This is true, but less explicitly, for impulse-response fitting as
well. From a model-fitting perspective, this may be irrelevant. From a sci-
entific perspective, this distinction bears consequences. In chapter X, we fit
muscle activity from motor cortex activity, modeling the transformation as
a linear dynamical system. We wish to model the “spinal dynamics” as the
state variable x, with the constraint that a shared spinal circuit responsible
for all input-output transformations, regardless of the input M1 neuron and
output muscle. The state-space description captures this constraint naturally.
The overparameterization of state-space models has been studied in the
context of recent machine learning results [16]. The study showed that gra-
dient descent on state-space models converge to global optimizers, despite
a nonconvex loss function for state-space parameterizations (this result de-
pends on the state-space overparameterization).
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Chapter 2
Tensor Analysis Reveals Distinct
Population Structure that Parallels
the Different Computational Roles
of Areas M1 and V1
Abstract
Cortical firing rates frequently display elaborate and heterogeneous tem-
poral structure. One oftenwishes to compute quantitative summaries of such
structure—a basic example is the frequency spectrum—and compare with
model-based predictions. The advent of large-scale population recordings
affords the opportunity to do so in new ways, with the hope of distinguish-
ing between potential explanations for why responses vary with time. We
introduce a method that assesses a basic but previously unexplored form
of population-level structure: when data contain responses across multiple
neurons, conditions, and times, they are naturally expressed as a third-order
tensor. We examined tensor structure for multiple datasets from primary
visual cortex (V1) and primary motor cortex (M1). All V1 datasets were ‘sim-
plest’ (there were relatively few degrees of freedom) along the neuron mode,
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while all M1 datasets were simplest along the condition mode. These dif-
ferences could not be inferred from surface-level response features. Formal
considerations suggest why tensor structure might differ across modes. For
idealized linear models, structure is simplest across the neuron mode when
responses reflect external variables, and simplest across the condition mode
when responses reflect population dynamics. This same pattern was present
for existing models that seek to explain motor cortex responses. Critically,
only dynamical models displayed tensor structure that agreed with the em-
pirical M1 data. These results illustrate that tensor structure is a basic feature















































































Possible	sources	of	tensor	structure	Why	did	tuning-based	models	display	a	neuron-mode	preference	while	dynamics-based	models	displayed	a	condition-mode	preference?	Is	there	formal	justification	for	the	motivating	intuition	that	the	origin	of	temporal	response	structure	influences	the	preferred	mode?	This	issue	is	difficult	to	address	in	full	generality:	the	space	of	relevant	models	is	large	and	includes	models	that	contain	mixtures	of	tuning	and	dynamic	elements.	Nevertheless,	given	reasonable	assumptions—in	particular	that	the	relevant	external	variables	do	not	themselves	obey	a	single	dynamical	system	across	conditions—we	prove	that	the	population	response	will	indeed	be	neuron-preferred	for	models	of	the	form:					 ! $, " = '( $, " ,	 (4)	where	! ∈ ℝ/	is	the	response	of	a	population	of	3	neurons,	( ∈ ℝ6 	is	a	vector	of	7	external	variables,	and	' ∈ ℝ/×6 	defines	the	mapping	from	external	variables	to	neural	responses.	The	Qth	row	of	'	describes	the	dependence	of	neuron	Q	on	the	external	variables	(.	Thus,	the	rows	of	'	are	the	tuning	functions	or	receptive	fields	of	each	neuron.	Both	!	and	(	may	vary	with	time	$	and	experimental	condition	".		A	formal	proof,	along	with	sufficient	conditions,	is	given	in	Methods.	Briefly,	under	equation	(4),	neurons	are	different	views	of	the	same	underlying	7	external	variables.	That	is,	each	(R $, " 	is	a	pattern	of	activity	(across	times	and	conditions)	and	each	!S $, " 	is	a	linear	combination	of	those	patterns.	The	
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population	tensor	generated	by	equation	(4)	can	thus	be	built	from	a	linear	combination	of	7	basis-neurons.	Critically,	this	fact	does	not	change	as	time	is	added	to	the	population	tensor.	Equation	(4)	imposes	no	similar	constraints	across	conditions;	e.g.,	( : , "? 	need	not	bear	any	particular	relationship	to	((: , "D).	Thus,	a	large	number	of	basis-conditions	may	be	required	to	approximate	the	population	tensor.	Furthermore,	the	number	of	basis-conditions	required	will	typically	increase	with	time;	when	more	times	are	considered	there	are	more	ways	in	which	conditions	can	differ.	A	linear	tuning	model	therefore	implies	a	neuron-mode	reconstruction	that	is	stable	with	time	and	a	condition-mode	reconstruction	that	is	less	accurate	and	less	stable.				 Conversely,	the	population	response	will	not	be	neuron-preferred	(and	will	typically	be	condition-preferred)	for	models	of	the	form:		 !($ + 1, ") = +!($, "),	 (5)	Where	+ ∈ ℝ/×/	defines	the	linear	dynamics.	This	equation	admits	the	solution	!($, ") = +8N?!(1, ").	Thus,	the	matrix	+	and	the	initial	state	!(1, ")	fully	determine	the	firing	rate	of	all	3	neurons	for	all	;	times.	In	particular,	the	linear	dynamics	captured	by	+	define	a	set	of	3×;	population-level	patterns	(basis-conditions)	from	which	the	response	for	any	condition	can	be	built	via	linear	combination.	Critically,	this	fact	does	not	change	as	different	timespans	(;H)	are	considered.	Although	the	size	of	each	3×;H 	basis-condition	increases	as	;H 	increases,	the	number	of	basis-conditions	does	not.	In	contrast,	the	number	of	necessary	basis-neurons	may	grow	with	time;	neural	activity	evolves	in	some	subspace	of	ℝ/	and	as	time	increases	activity	may	more	thoroughly	explore	this	space.	Thus,	a	linear	dynamical	model	implies	a	condition-mode	reconstruction	that	is	stable	with	time,	and	a	neuron-mode	reconstruction	that	is	less	accurate	and	less	stable	(for	proof	see	Methods).			 The	above	considerations	likely	explain	why	we	found	that	tuning-based	models	were	always	neuron-preferred	and	dynamics-based	models	were	always	condition-preferred.		While	none	of	the	tested	models	were	linear	and	some	included	noise,	their	tensor	structure	was	nevertheless	shaped	by	the	same	factors	that	shape	the	tensor	structure	of	more	idealized	models.		
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	 !S ", $ ← 	 !S ", $5	 +	rangea,8 !S ", $ ,	 (8)	where	b = 1,… ,3.		The	function	rangea,8(⋅)	returns	the	difference	between	the	maximum	and	minimum	firing	rates	across	all	conditions	and	times	for	a	given	neuron.	The	soft	normalization	constant	5	mapped	high	firing	rate	neurons	(e.g.,	100	Hz)	to	a	new	range	close	to	one.	Low	firing	rate	neurons	were	mapped	to	a	range	somewhat	less	than	one	(e.g.,	a	neuron	with	a	range	of	5	spikes/s	would	be	mapped	to	a	new	range	of	0.5).	This	preprocessing	allows	neurons	to	contribute	roughly	equally	regardless	of	their	firing	rate	range.	This	is	especially	desirable	when	analyses	involve	the	mean	squared	error.	For	example,	without	normalization	the	same	relative	error	will	be	25	times	greater	for	a	neuron	with	a	0-100	Hz	firing	rate	range	relative	to	a	neuron	with	a	0-20	Hz	firing	rate	range.	
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That	said,	we	emphasize	that	our	results	(e.g.,	the	preferred	mode	of	a	given	dataset)	did	not	depend	on	the	choice	of	soft	normalization	constant.	We	wished	to	analyze	temporal	response	structure	that	was	different	across	conditions.	We	therefore	removed	the	‘cross-condition	mean’	from	the	entire	population	tensor.	We	averaged	the	tensor	across	conditions	resulting	in	an	3×;	matrix	that	we	subtracted	from	every	3×;	matrix	of	data.	This	is	related	to	the	standard	PCA	step	of	first	removing	the	mean	value	of	each	variable,	and	ensured	that	the	analysis	did	not	consider	response	structure	that	was	identical	across	conditions,	such	as	an	elevation	of	firing	rates	for	all	visual	stimuli	or	all	reach	directions.	All	datasets	naturally	had	an	unequal	number	of	neurons	(3)	and	conditions	(:).	To	ensure	that	basis-neuron	and	basis-condition	reconstructions	were	compared	on	similar	footing,	we	removed	excess	neurons	or	conditions	in	each	dataset	so	that	3 = :.	In	most	datasets	there	were	more	neurons	than	conditions.	In	such	cases	we	kept	the	3 = :	neurons	with	the	highest	ratio	of	signal	to	noise.	In	the	V1	dataset	of	Fig	1a	there	were	more	conditions	than	neurons.	In	this	case	we	retained	the	3 = :	conditions	that	elicited	the	most	temporal	complexity	in	the	population	response	(assessed	via	the	standard	deviation	of	the	firing	rate	across	all	neurons	and	times).	The	specific	preprocessing	choices	(filter	length,	normalization,	equalizing	3	and	:)	were	made	to	minimize	any	potential	bias	toward	basis-neurons	or	basis-conditions.	Still,	none	of	these	choices	were	found	the	affect	the	outcome	of	the	analyses.				
Preferred-mode	analysis	For	each	population	tensor	, ∈ ℝ/×1×2 	we	quantified	how	well	it	could	be	reconstructed	from	a	small	set	of	F	basis-neurons	or	F	basis-conditions	(the	method	for	choosing	k	is	described	later).	To	illustrate,	we	first	consider	the	case	of	basis-neurons	(the	case	of	basis-conditions	is	entirely	parallel).	Each	of	the	recorded	neurons	is	a	set	of	;	datapoints	(one	per	time)	for	:	conditions	and	thus	forms	a	:×;	matrix.	Each	basis	neuron	is	also	a	:×;	matrix.	The	data	for	each	of	the	3	neurons	(each	:×;	matrix	within	the	full	population	tensor)	was	
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Linear	Models	In	Fig	8	we	illustrated	some	basic	properties	of	the	preferred	mode	using	simulations	of	linear	dynamical	systems	(equation	(6)).	These	simple	simulations	were	separate	from	the	simulations	of	published	models	described	above.	For	these	simple	simulations	we	chose	3 = : = 20,	and	; = 300.	We	set	7 = 10	(i.e.	the	input	(	was	ten-dimensional).	We	first	generated	the	matrices	+	and	'	with	orthonormal	columns;	for	+,	eigenvalues	were	random	but	were	clustered	near	1	to	ensure	smooth	trajectories	for	our	choice	of	;	(this	was	not	a	necessary	step,	but	yielded	roughly	comparable	oscillation	frequencies	to	those	observed	in	the	datasets	of	Fig	4).	Each	input	(R	was	composed	of	a	randomly	weighted	sum	of	20	sinusoids.	Sinusoid	frequency	was	determined	by	the	same	procedure	that	generated	the	eigenvalues	of	+.	Thus,	inputs	had	the	same	frequency	components	as	the	dynamics,	ensuring	similar	single-neuron	response	properties	across	simulations.	Initial	states	across	conditions	were	chosen	randomly	and	were	constrained	to	span	10	dimensions.	With	these	parameters	fixed,	we	simulated	the	system	!($ + 1, ") = k+!($, ") + l'(($, "),	where	k ∈[0,1]	and	l ∈ [0,1]	determined	the	strength	of	dynamics	and	inputs,	respectively.	In	Fig	8a-d,	values	of	k	were	0,	0.98,	0.99,	and	1	(Note	that	values	of	k	even	slightly	lower	than	unity	lead	to	rapidly	decaying	‘weak’	dynamics).	Values	of	l	were	1,	0.05,	0.03,	and	0	(note	that	inputs	need	to	be	quite	weak	before	they	cease	to	have	a	strong	effect	on	a	system	with	persistent	dynamics).	Each	panel	in	Fig	8	involved	the	same	choices	of	+	and	',	and	the	same	initial	states.			 Data	in	Fig	8e-h	were	simulated	as	above,	with	k = 1	and	l = 0.	
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However,	the	‘data’	for	which	the	preferred	mode	was	computed	consisted	not	of	the	values	of	the	dynamic	variable	!,	but	rather	of	the	values	of	an	observation	variable	U.	We	treated	U	as	the	neural	population	being	driven	by	‘observing’	the	dynamic	state	variable	!,	with	U(", $) = :!(", $).	The	observation	matrix	:	had	different	ranks	depending	on	how	fully	U	reflected	!.	Specifically,	:	was	diagonal	with	1s	on	the	first	3,	4,	8,	and	20	diagonal	entries	for	Fig	8	panels	e,f,g,h,	respectively	(and	0s	elsewhere).	
	
Derivation	of	the	preferred	mode	for	idealized	models	Here	we	show	that	neuron-preferred	structure	is	expected	when	responses	are	driven	by	unconstrained	external	variables,	while	condition-preferred	structure	is	expected	when	neural	responses	are	shaped	by	internal	dynamics.	We	consider	a	dataset	, ∈ ℝ/×1×2 ,	where	3,	:	and	;	are	the	number	of	recorded	neurons,	experimental	conditions,	and	times.	We	also	consider	a	set	of	external	signals,	or	inputs,	o ∈ ℝ6×1×2 ,	where	7	is	the	number	of	external	variables.	The	column	vector	!($, ") ∈ ℝ/	is	the	firing	rate	of	every	neuron	at	time	$ ∈ {1, … , ;}	for	condition	" ∈ {1, … , :}.	An	3×:	matrix	‘slice’	of	,	is	denoted	A($) ∈ ℝ/×1 ,	and	is	the	population	state	across	all	conditions	for	time	$.	We	define	the	‘mode-1’	and	‘mode-2’	matrix	unfoldings	of	,:	
	 > ? ∶= A 1 A 2 ⋯ A ; ∈ ℝ/×12 ,	> D ∶= A 1 E A 2 E ⋯ A ; E ∈ ℝ1×/2 .	 (9)	Each	row	of	>(?)	corresponds	to	one	neuron,	and	each	row	of	>(D)	corresponds	to	one	condition.	Importantly,	rank(> ? )	is	the	number	of	basis-neurons	needed	to	reconstruct	,.	Similarly,	rank(> D )	is	the	number	of	basis-conditions	needed	to	reconstruct	,.			
Definition:	A	dataset	, ∈ ℝ/×1×2 	is	called	neuron-preferred	(condition-preferred)	when	the	rank	of	the	matrix	unfolding	>(?)	(>(D))	of	its	sub-tensors	,2r ∈ 	ℝ/×1×2r 	does	not	increase	with	;H ,	while	the	rank	of	>(D)	(>(?))	does	increase	with	;H .	
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We	evaluate	the	rank	of	each	unfolding	in	datasets	,	generated	by	the	following	model	classes:			 ! $, " = '( $, " ,	 (10)	and		 !($ + 1, ") = +!($, ").	 (11)	We	term	equation	(10)	the	tuning	model	class	(' ∈ ℝ/×6 	defines	each	neuron’s	tuning	for	external	variables),	and	equation	(11)	the	dynamical	model	class	(+ ∈ℝ/×/	specifies	linear	dynamics).		
Claim:	Models	of	the	form	equation	(10)	(equation	(11))	generate	datasets	having	neuron-preferred	(condition-preferred)	structure.	
Part	1:	The	tuning	model	class	implies	neuron-preferred	structure.	To	begin,	note	that	equation	(10)	can	be	written	as	a	matrix	equation,		 A $ = 'd $ .	 (12)	For	any	;H ∈ {1, … , ;},	equation	(12)	implies,		 A 1 A 2 ⋯ A ;H = ' d 1 d 2 ⋯ d ;H ,	 (13)	or,	more	compactly,		>(?) = 's ? .	For	the	mode-2	unfolding,	given	equation	(12)	we	can	also	write,		
	 A 1A 2⋮A ;H =
' 0 ⋯ 00 ' ⋯ 0⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 0 ⋯ '
d 1d 2⋮d ;H ,	 (14)	
i.e.,	> D = s D (v2r ⊗ 'E)	where	v2r 	is	the	;H×;H 	identity	matrix	and	⊗	denotes	the	Kronecker	product.	Thus,	
	 ! $, " = '( $, " ⟺ > ? = 's ?⟺ > D = s D v2r ⊗ 'E .	 (15)	We	can	take	without	loss	of	generality	rank ' = 7.	Thus,	rank > ? =rank 's ? = min 7, rank s ? ≤ 7.	On	the	other	hand	rank > D =rank(s D ) ≤ min :,7;H 	.	(To	see	this	note	that	s D 	is	size	:×7;H 	and	v2r ⊗ 'E 	is	size	7;H×3;H 	and	full	rank).	Thus,	the	rank	of	the	mode-1	
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unfolding	is	strictly	bounded	by	7	(which	is	fixed	by	the	model)	while	the	rank	of	the	mode-2	unfolding	can	grow	arbitrarily	with	:	and	;H 	(which	can	be	increased	by	the	experimenter).	Thus,	datasets	generated	by	the	tuning	model	class	are	neuron-preferred	when	the	inputs	are	unconstrained,	i.e.	when	rank(s D )	grows	beyond	7	with	increasing	;H .	This	shows	part	1	of	the	claim.	
Part	2:	The	dynamical	model	class	implies	condition-preferred	
structure.	Equation	(11)	can	be	written	A($ + 1) = +A($),	which	admits	the	solution		 A($) = +8N?A(1),	 (16)	where	the	matrix	+8N?	maps	initial	states	to	the	state	at	time	$.	We	define	the	tensor	Ä ∈ ℝ/×/×2 	to	be	the	collection	of	all	matrices	+8N?	for	$ = 1,… , ;	(from	here,	the	definitions	of	Å ? 	and	Å D 	follow).	We	can	now	write	
	 A 1A 2⋮A ;H 	 =
v/+⋮+2rN? A 1 .	 (17)	More	compactly:	> D = A 1 EÅ D .	To	find	>(?),	given	equation	(16)	we	can	write	
	 A 1 A 2 ⋯ A ;H =v/ + ⋯ +2rN?	 A 1 0 ⋯ 00 A 1 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 0 ⋯ A 1 .	 (18)	More	compactly:	>(?) = Å ? (v2r ⊗ A 1 ).	Thus,	
	 ! $ + 1, " = +! $, " ⟺ > ? = Å ? v2r ⊗ A 1⟺ > D = A 1 EÅ D .	 (19)	We	note	that	the	rank	of	the	mode-1	unfolding	can	grow	with	;H ,	
	 rank A 1 ≤ rank A 1 	+A 1 ≤rank A 1 	+A 1 	+DA 1 ≤ ⋯,	 (20)	and	can	eventually	reach	the	maximum	of	rank(+)	(due	to	the	Cayley-Hamilton	theorem).	On	the	other	hand,	rank > D = rank(A 1 ),	where	equality	follows	
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because	A 1 E	is	a	submatrix	of	> D .	The	rank	of	the	mode-2	unfolding	thus	does	not	grow	with	;H .	Therefore,	datasets	generated	by	the	dynamical	model	class	are	condition-preferred	when	rank [A 1 	+A 1 ] > rank(A 1 ),	i.e.	whenever	the	matrix	+	maps	the	initial	states	into	a	subspace	not	spanned	by	the	columns	of	A(1).	This	completes	part	2	of	the	claim.		
Low-rank	assumptions	pertaining	to	the	above	derivation	Given	the	above,	a	natural	expectation	is	that	A $ = 'd $ ⇒rank > ? ≤ rank > D 	with	rank > D 	growing	as	more	times	are	considered.	Similarly	one	expects	A($ + 1) = +A($) ⇒ rank > D ≤ rank > ? 	with	rank > ? 	growing	as	more	times	are	considered.	These	expectations	will	indeed	hold	given	reasonable	low-rank	assumptions.	The	first	inference	(that	tuning	models	imply	a	neuron-mode	preference)	depends	upon	recording	more	neurons	and	conditions	than	the	presumed	number	of	represented	variables,	i.e.,	we	need	3 > 7	and	: > 7.		Otherwise	it	is	possible	for	min :,7;H 	(the	limit	on	rank > D )	to	be	smaller	than	M	(the	limit	on	rank > ? ).	In	practice,	the	adequacy	of	the	data	can	be	evaluated	by	testing	whether	results	change	when	more	neurons/conditions	are	added.	Importantly,	the	present	results	did	not	depend	upon	neuron/condition	count.	For	example,	effects	are	equally	strong	in	
Fig	4f	and	Fig	4g	despite	a	threefold	difference	in	the	number	of	analyzed	neurons	and	conditions.	Still,	the	possibility	of	data	being	neuron-	or	condition-limited	is	a	real	one,	and	provides	strong	motivation	to	analyze	datasets	with	many	neurons	and	many	diverse	conditions.			 The	second	inference	(dynamical	models	imply	a	condition-mode	preference)	depends	upon	the	assumption	rank A 1 < rank(+).		In	other	words,	the	set	of	initial	states	(one	per	condition)	must	occupy	a	proper	subspace	of	all	states	visited	as	the	dynamics	governed	by	A	unfold.	Otherwise	rank > ? = rank > D 	regardless	of	how	many	times	are	considered	(i.e.,	the	red	and	blue	traces	in	Fig	4	would	be	equal	and	would	not	rise	with	time).	In	practice	the	assumption	rank A 1 < rank(+)	is	reasonable,	both	because	we	never	observed	the	above	signature	for	any	dataset	and	because	we	have	
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recently	shown	that	M1/PMd	preparatory	states	do	not	occupy	all	dimensions	subsequently	explored	during	movement	[61].	In	summary,	the	key	low-rank	assumptions	are	likely	to	be	valid	when	considering	many	neurons	and	diverse	conditions.	Models	of	the	form	A $ ='d $ 	will	thus	have	a	stable	rank > ? 	and	an	unstable	rank > D .	Models	of	the	form	A($ + 1) = +A($)	will	have	a	stable	rank > D 	and	an	unstable	rank > ? .	The	converse	inferences	will	also	hold.	If	rank > ? 	is	stable	as	times	are	added	then	the	data	can	be	factored	as	in	equation	(13)	and	thus	modeled	as	A $ = 'd $ .	If	rank > D 	is	stable	then	the	data	can	be	factored	as	in	equation	(17)	(possibly	requiring	a	time-varying	+)	and	thus	modeled	as	A($ + 1) = +A($).				
Time-varying	dynamics	
	 Part	2	of	the	above	claim	extends	naturally	to	the	equation	A($ + 1) =+($)A($),	a	time-varying	linear	dynamical	system.	As	long	as	the	dynamics—the	(potentially	time-varying)	vector	fields—are	the	same	across	conditions	then	the	above	arguments	hold.	Thus,	while	the	appearance	of	condition-preferred	structure	depends	on	the	constraints	imposed	by	dynamics,	such	structure	does	not	depend	on	time-invariant	dynamics.	Because	dynamical	systems	can	often	be	approximated	as	time-varying	linear	systems	(especially	over	short	timescales),	condition-preferred	structure	is	likely	to	be	common	whenever	population	structure	is	shaped	by	strong	dynamics.		
Measuring	rank	Empirical	neural	data	inevitably	include	sampling	noise	in	the	estimated	firing	rates,	due	to	finite	trial-counts	from	spiking	neurons.	Similarly,	some	degree	of	nonlinearity	is	always	present	in	the	form	of	spiking	thresholds	or	deeper	nonlinearities	in	the	underling	representations	or	dynamics.	Thus,	the	measured	> ? 	and	> D 	will	always	be	full	rank.	In	practice,	we	therefore	evaluated	not	the	ranks	of	> ? 	and	> D 	per	se	but	the	success	of	rank-F	
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Chapter 3
Denoising Neural Signals with
Tensor Decompositions
3.1 Introduction
An immediate application of tensor decompositions is denoising. For a ma-
trix, truncated SVD can be performed to approximate the matrix with one of
lower rank, discarding small singular values that often correspond to noise.
When data are formatted as a tensor, even greater denoising performance can
be obtained by performing low multilinear rank approximations of the data.
Here, we will show how the Tucker decomposition, or higher-order SVD,
can be used to denoise neural data. Neural data is notoriously noisy, pre-
dominately due to the fact that datasets offer a very limited view of the high-
dimensional state of the brain. If all relevant variables were recorded—all
neurons, all synaptic potentials, all adaptation currents—then the appropri-
ate latent factors could be identified, and there is no reason these factors
themselves might be particularly ‘noisy’. Yet, with limited recording technol-
ogy, we can only sample an extremely small subset of the relevant variables,
leading to this deceptively noisy perspective of the brain.
Thus, experimentalists are stuck with the requirement of recording a large
number of repeats or trials for a given condition (for simultaneously recorded
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neurons) or a given neuron-condition pair (for sequentially recorded neu-
rons). A large trial count comes at the cost of fewer conditions in the experi-
ment, or fewer recorded neurons.
Here, we will show how tensor decompositions can alleviate this trade-
off. Denoising spike train data with relatively few trial counts can reveal
‘trial-averaged’ neural responses that are on par with high trial count re-
sponses. This suggests two things. First, it suggests that neural spike trains
are not as noisy as they appear—the underlying signals are indeed present
in the data, even when just a few trials are recorded. Second, it suggests that
experimentalists can perform a much richer set of experiments, with signifi-
cantly more neurons and conditions than previously thought possible.
This is a timely result: neural data is growing rapidly in its richness and
complexity [11]. Recent datasets have included several thousands of neurons
imaged at once, often from the entire brain of the animal [18, 2]. Yet, this in-
crease in the number of neurons recorded does not necessarily coincide with
richer data: a neuron by time matrix can be heavily rank deficient if neural
responses are too simple across time, i.e. if the conditions of the experiment
are not sufficiently rich to evoke complex neural responses. A goal in exper-
imental design is not just to record more neurons, but also to record those
neurons across rich, diverse stimuli or behaviors [14].
Typically, there is a trade-off between condition count and trial count. We
might require n trails before a given PSTH is ‘usable’ or sufficiently denoised.
For a given amount of time available to perform an experiment in a given
day, we are thus limited in the number of different conditions that can be
performed by the subject. More conditions can only be obtained at the cost
of noisier PSTHs.
The key idea behind the matrix or tensor denoising techniques is as fol-
lows: We can ‘borrow’ trials from other neurons with similar response prop-
erties. Suppose we are recording neurons sequentially (not simultaneously).
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Suppose we knew that neuron 2 always fired at twice the rate of neuron 1.
Instead of recording neuron 1 for n trials and neuron 2 for n trials, we could
get away with n/2 trials for each. To construct the trial averaged response of
neuron 1, we would average its n/2 trials, and combine that with the average
of neuron 2’s trial-averaged response multiplied by 0.5. In this example, we
have two neurons but one degree of freedom between them. The concept il-
lustrated by this example extends to more neurons. As long as the degrees of
freedom are less than the total number of neurons, we can find the right lin-
ear combination of responses to effectively borrow statistical strength from
other neurons in the population.
Fortunately, one does not need to know the linear relationships between
neurons. We can use the linear combinations obtained by SVD on the neural
data matrix.
When a neural population is observed over several conditions, each of
equal time length, we can format the data in a N ⇥ C ⇥ T tensor. This gives
us three choices for how to denoise using truncated SVD. We can perform
truncated SVD on the mode-1, mode-2, or mode-3 unfolding. Some of these
decompositions perform better than others, and it is not a priori clear which
will perform best for a given dataset.
More generally, we can apply low-rank tensor decompositions to denoise
across all three modes simultaneously, alleviating the choice of which mode
the data is most strongly correlated.
3.2 Tensor denoising method
Here we outline the basic approach in tensor denoising. In general one can
assume either a CP or Tucker model for the data. Here, we assume the latter.
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3 trials 20 trials
3 trials + denoising
FIGURE 3.1: Top left: lightly filtered (10 ms) PSTH from one
neuron across two conditions (blue, orange) averaged across
3 trials. Top right: The same PSTH when averaged across 20
trials. Bottom right: the PSTH after applying tensor denoising
on the 3-trial data. Vertical bars: 10 Hz. Horizontal bars, 10ms.
Denoising thus amounts to solving the minimization problem,
minimize
S,U,V,W
kX   S ⇥1 U ⇥2 V ⇥2 Wk2F
subject to U>U = I,
V >V = I,
W>W = I
(3.1)
where X 2 RN⇥C⇥T , S 2 RP⇥Q⇥R, U 2 RN⇥P , V 2 RC⇥Q, andW 2 RT⇥R.
Here, we say that X is approximated by a rank-(P,Q,R) tensor, where P 
N , Q  C, and R  T .
Like in SVD, the factor matrices are usually taken to be orthonormal.
When the factors are orthonormal, S is uniquely determined by the factors
U, V,W and does not require optimization:
S = X ⇥1 U> ⇥2 V > ⇥3 W> (3.2)
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3.2.1 Higher-Order SVD
The matrices U , V , and W can be obtained by higher-order SVD. Namely,
they are the left singular vectors of X(1), X(2), and X(3), respectively. It is
well known that this solution is not optimal for the optimization problem 3.1,
[22]—one of the key differences between matrices and tensors. The HOSVD
solution can be used as an initial estimate for other methods. In practice,
however, we found the HOSVD solution to be entirely satisfactory.
3.2.2 Alternating least squares
Nevertheless, if one wishes to obtain a better solution, there are a num-
ber of methods to do so [22]. The simplest extension to HOSVD involves
performing alternating least-squares: i.e. minimize with respect to U , V ,
then W sequentially, and repeating until convergence. This is, in spirit, just
“coordinate-descent” in the factor matrices. Due to the multilinearity of the
model, S⇥1U ⇥2 V ⇥2W , each step of alternating least-squares has a unique,
global minima and itself can be obtained by SVD.
3.2.3 Cross-validation
The model has three hyper-parameters: P , Q, and R. Matrix rank mini-
mization is known to be a difficult, discrete optimization problem [36], and
the tensor case is no different [22]. Nevertheless, with the relatively small
datasets involved in this study, it is not computationally prohibitive to do a
(possibly coarse) grid search over the tuple (P,Q,R).
For datasets of simultaneously recorded neurons, each condition observes
rj trials, with j = 1, . . . , C. For datasets of sequentially recorded neurons,
each neuron-condition pair observes ri,j trials, with i = 1, . . . , N and j =
1, . . . , C. We can use the sets of trials to perform cross-validation and select
the tensor with the rank that minimizes error on left out trials.
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Here, wewill proceedwith leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV). This
choice enables us to consider the effect of increasing total trial count. We can
start with just ri,j = 2 for all i, j and note the ability of tensor denoising to
reconstruct the underlying PSTH. We wish to compare this effect to the case
when ri,j is larger, giving a sense of how many trials are truly needed in a
given experiment. LOOCV is a procedure that can apply to all choices of
trial count, even though for a particular choice of trial count, LOOCV might
be less preferable toK-fold cross validation for some value ofK.
First, let rmax = max({ri,j | i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , C}). Let us select a
choice of rtotal. We construct a dataset of size N ⇥ C ⇥ T ⇥ rtotal by randomly
resampling each entry of Xn,c,:,r from the actual set of trials recorded in the
experiment. This ensures that all data can be formatted into a tensor, and
ensures that each neuron-condition pair saw the same number of trials. We
sample with replacement. It is natural to consider rtotal   rmax, but this is not
necessary: in the present analysis we consider all possible choices of rtotal,
starting with rtotal = 2.
We start with a chocie of rtotal and a choice of (P,Q,R). We then iter-
ate riter = 1, ..., rtotal. At each iteration, we consider the data tensor X 2
RN⇥C⇥T⇥rtotal 1, and the left-out trial tensor of size X 2 RN⇥C⇥T⇥1, where
riter corresponds to the trial that was removed. Then, for a given iteration,
we average the data tensor across trials, then perform a rank-(P,Q,R) tensor
reconstruction using HOSVD. Finally, we measure the mean-squared error
between the reconstructed tensor and the left out trial. Averaging the errors
across all iterations of riter yields the error associated with the values rtotal, P ,
Q, and R.
Thus, for a given choice of rtotal, we can select the hyperparameter tuple
(P,Q,R) that minimizes cross-validation error.
In practice, one may wish to set one choice of rtotal   rmax, making use of
all trials available. In our analysis, we only iterate through different values
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FIGURE 3.2: A: Task design. B: Hand trajectories (left) and
speed profiles (right). Figure from [13].
of rtotal to highlight our main point: a low trial count can recover underly-
ing PSTHs with tensor denoising, while a high trial count is required if one
applies standard trial-averaging.
Finally, one may also wish to iterate the above procedure K times, corre-
sponding toK different choices of trial resampling. This adds to the compu-
tational burden, and we found it unnecessary.
3.2.4 Experimental data
We used the tensor denoising technique on datasets of sequentially recorded
neurons from primary motor cortex (M1). Data were collected from primates
(Macaca mulatta) during a variant of the delayed reach task [13]. The two
datasets (monkey A and B) included N = 80 neurons, C = 24 conditions,
and T = 130.
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3.2.5 Simulated data
For comparison, we also constructed simulated data. Simulated data in-
cluded aN⇥C⇥T tensor of PSTHs that were truly low-rank: rank-(5, 15, 15).
Spikes were simulated via a Poisson process, using the PSTH tensor as a rate
parameter for the Poisson model. We simulated up to 100 trials in this way.
We could have chosen the PSTH patterns in any number of ways. For sim-
plicity, we had them match the real neural datasets. To construct the PSTH
tensor, we performed truncated HOSVD on the trial-averaged firing rates of
the real data, and using a core tensor of size 5⇥15⇥15. We reconstructed the
full tensor from its HOSVD, yielding a low-rank version of the real data.
3.2.6 Pre-processing
We considered data spanning 500ms before movement onset until 800ms af-
ter movement onset. Spike trains were filtered with a Gaussian filter with a
10ms standard deviation. Data were then sampled every 10ms, correspond-
ing to a total of T = 130 time points.
Sampling the signals before performing a tensor decomposition is desir-
able. Otherwise our data tensor would be of size 80 ⇥ 24 ⇥ 1300, adding
significantly to the computational cost of the decomposition, which can be
prohibitive when this occurs within a grid search loop. Furthermore, it is
known that tensor rank can be notoriously difficult to estimate when the ten-
sor is highly lopsided [26]—i.e. when the dimensions of the modes differ by
a one or more orders of magnitude.
Filtering with a 10ms Gaussian filter is noteworthy. Filtering is itself a
denoising operation, and one might object that this conflicts with the claims
of our method. However, at least some filtering is necessary when subsam-
pling the time points. When the filter width is approximately the same as
the sampling period, then this procedure can be viewed as a better way to
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bin spike counts when compared to the standard histogram spike binning
procedure. Second, filtering and tensor denoising are not in conflict at all:
filtering represents our belief of “local” smoothness, and tensor densoising
will perform global denoising (by finding the best subspace of RT that repre-
sents the set of signals in the data). There is no reason to not include both in
our denoising procedure. Indeed, one could include filter width as an extra
hyperparameter in the grid search. It is nowworth noting that 10ms is highly
conservative: in practice a filter width of at minimum 20ms is used (e.g. [7]),
while many studies employ upwards 50 ms.
Finally, we sorted neurons by their variance (across all conditions, times,
and trials), and selected the first 80 neurons, resulting in a 80 ⇥ 24 ⇥ 130
tensor. Subselecting neurons was not entirely necessary, but ensured that
both datasets were represented by tensors of the same size, and slightly sped
up computation.
3.3 Results
We compared six denoising techniques. Tensor denoising is described above.
We also analyzed the performance of matrix denoising on the corresponding
mode-1, mode-2, and mode-3 unfoldings of the data. In the matrix denoising
case, the rank was determined by the same cross-validation procedure across
a brute search of ranks.
We also considered a heuristic technique that searched instead over a
range of threshold values. We determined the multilinear rank by the an-
alyzing the mode-1, mode-2, and mode-3 matrices individually. The rank
(P,Q,R) was determined by how many bases in the corresponding unfold-
ings are needed to reconstruct the data with a specified variance. This vari-
ance, or threshold, was varied and chosen by the same cross-validation pro-
cedure above. In practice, one maywish to use a threshold of 90 or 95 percent
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FIGURE 3.3: Example PSTHs (left) and the
corresponding denoised PSTHs (right).
We compared these techniques
to the baseline technique of simply
averaging across trials. To assess
performance of each technique, we
specified a value for rtotal, and com-
pared the relative error of the de-
noised data with respect to some
“ground truth” data. In the analysis
of experimental datasets, the ground
truth data was the trial-averaged
tensor when considering all trials
recorded in the experiment. Here,
our rtotal thus corresponds not to the
total number of trials in the raw
data, but to the total number of tri-
als in the resampled data. Again, the
purpose here is to show the efficacy of tensor denoising when rtotal is small,
such as 2 or 3. In the simulated datasets, the ground truth data was the un-
derlying Poisson rate tensor. Figure 3.4 summarizes the results.
In all cases, the tensor denoising technique performed best. Notably, the
heuristic technique for estimating multilinear rank performed just as well,
suggesting that in practice, this heuristic can be used in place of a full grid
search. All three matrix denoising techniques outperformed simple trial-
averaging on the experimental datasets. In particular, denoising the mode-2
and mode-3 unfoldings of the N ⇥ C ⇥ T tensor performed almost as well
as the full tensor denoising approach, but were both generally better than
denoising the mode-1 unfolding. This emphasizes that, while matrix denois-
ing can perform almost just as well as the more computationally prohibitive
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FIGURE 3.4: Error on PSTH reconstructions using a limited
number of trials. Each panel corresponds to a different dataset.
Top rows: Experimental datasets. Bottom rows: Simulated
datasets. Simulated datasets were based on the experimental
datasets, but had true multilinear ranks of (30, 15, 10), with
Poisson noise. Each line corresponds to one denoising tech-
nique, described in the main text. The horizontal axes corre-
spond to the value of rtotal, i.e. the total number of trials in
the resampled data. Error bars are the SEM across different it-
erations (each iteration corresponds to a different random re-
sample of the ground truth data). Error in reconstruction was
computed relative to the corresponding ground truth data, as
described in the text.
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FIGURE 3.5: Average estimated ranks. Thick lines correspond
to the estimation of (P,Q,R), in blue, green, and red, respec-
tively. Thin lines correspond to the estimates of matrix ranks of
the mode-1, mode-2, and mode-3 unfoldings, respectively.
tensor denoising approach, it is not a priori clear which unfolding to use.
Furthermore, the computational cost of matrix denoising is no different than
the tensor heuristic approach, which we showed worked better than all three
matrix approaches.
The poor performance of the matrix denoising techniques on simulated
date for high trial counts, relative to the performance of simple trial-averaging,
is suggestive that leave one out cross-validation is overestimating the rank of
the data. In practice, when estimating rank from data, one should use a cross-
validation procedure that is compatible with the nature of the data, e.g. the
trial count. Here, we used LOOCV for consistency—we wished to compare
performance across a range of choices for rtotal, including rtotal = 2, 3, where
LOOCV is appropriate.
Finally, we show the average estimated ranks of the (full) tensor denois-
ing approach and the three matrix approaches (Figure 3.5).
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3.4 Tensor denoising on spike train data
In the previous sections, we minimized mean-squared error over the tuple
(P,Q,R) via a grid search, implicitly assuming a Gaussian noise model. Ide-
ally, we wish to use a noise model more compatible with neural data, such
as Poisson. Extending to the Poisson case is not a trivial matter of just min-
imizing the negative log-likelihood, since this requires data in Z+, and in
the above preprocessing we were smoothing the spike trains with Gaussian
kernels. Thus, to extend to a Poisson noise model we must include a local
smoothness term in the cost function, meaning the HOSVD is no longer a
suitable minimization algorithm. In this section, we address the Poisson case
by turning to the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [5] as
a method for minimizing the cost function. In this approach, we will not
minimize over the tuple (P,Q,R), but instead apply a nuclear norm penalty
to each of the three unfoldings. In the tensor literature, this is known as the
sum of nuclear norms [35]. Since the nuclear norm is the tightest convex ap-
proximation of matrix rank, it is natural to suppose that the sum of nuclear
norms (of each of the tensor unfoldings) is a good approximation of tensor
multilinear rank.
Here, we outline an approach to solve the low multilinear rank denois-
ing problem with Poisson noise. We omit results, since this method achieved
similar results to the simplermethod presented above. We present themethod
nevertheless, as it may be applicable to datasets where firing rates are much
lower. We start with spike count data: Y 2 ZN⇥T⇥C⇥R+ , with N neurons,
T time bins, C conditions, and R trials. The rate parameters are denoted
X 2 RN⇥T⇥C with bias terms b 2 RN . We assume that entries of Y are Pois-
son distributed with parameter f(X , b). We consider the element-wise firing
rate function f(Xn,t,c, bn) := s log(1 + exp(Xn,c,t+bns )). The parameter s scales
the smoothness of the nonlinearity.
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3.4.1 Tensor rank minimization via ADMM
We want an X of low multilinear rank. We use the sum of nuclear norms as






log p(Y|f(X , b)) +  
X
n,t,c





where k 2 {1, 2, 3}, corresponding to the different modes of X . The nuclear
norm kMk⇤ is the sum of singular values for a matrix M . The second term
ensures smooth signals.
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subject to X = Z,
(3.4)
with Z 2 RN⇥T⇥C .
The augmented Lagrangian is
L(X , b, {Z(k)}3k=1, {A(k)}3k=1) =  
X
n,t,c,r
















with Lagrange multiplier A 2 RN⇥T⇥C . The ADMM algorithm is,










(k)   Z(t+1)(k) ) (k = 1, 2, 3).
(3.5)
We update each of the 3 unfoldings of Z and A sequentially.
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X step: This can be solved using Newton’s method. The Hessian is diago-
nal without the smoothness term. With the smoothness term it is tridiagonal,








prox✓(M) = Umax(S  ✓, 0)V> (3.7)
whereM = USV> is the SVD ofM.
This approach is outlined in [35], except we extend it with Poisson noise
and the smoothness term. These extensions are trivial since they contribute
to theX -step. As pointed out in several papers, including [35], the sum of nu-
clear norms is not necessarily the best convex approximation of multilinear
rank. Further, note that structure on X(2) is imposed both locally (smooth-
ness term) and globally (low rank term). Thus, there might be a concern with
respect to oversmoothing in time. However, the local smoothness term is
necessary when working with a Poisson noise model for spike train data.
3.5 Applications of the ADMM approach
As stated above, when applied to spike count M1 data the ADMM approach
achieved similar results to HOSVD on the filtered M1 data. Gaussian distri-
butions are limits of Poisson distributions as the number of events increases.
So, for datasets with high spike rates, the benefits of a Poisson noise model
are expected to be marginal. The M1 datasets had average firing rates of 22.7
and 25.9 spikes per second for monkeys A and B, respectively, corresponding
to over 0.2 spikes per bin on average. Empirically, then, this level of activity
is at least an upper bound for which the ADMM approach is likely to yield
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marginal benefits. Many neural datasets, however, exhibit much sparser fir-
ing rate patterns and could benefit from the ADMM approach where the
Poisson noise model is particularly appropriate.
Additionally, note that in order for the HOSVD approach to be applica-
ble, the filtered spike trains from each trial must exhibit enough overlap so
that the method can exploit any low-rank structure in RT (above, we chose a
conservative 10 ms Guassian filter). For datasets with sparse firing patterns,
the requisite filter width may be too large for comfort, and we may wish to
have more explicit control over modeling temporal structure. The ADMM
approach offers this. In Eq. 3.3 our cost term penalizes the squared differ-
ence between nearby time points, corresponding to the assumption that X
is modeled by a Gaussian process. Yet more sophisticated methods can be
employed, such as modeling the temporal smoothness as a linear dynamical
system [25]. In such a case, the X -step would be more sophisticated, but one
could easily rely on gradient descent methods. The Z-step would remain
unchanged.
A final potential benefit of the ADMM approach is the choice of nuclear
norm in the cost function 3.3, which serves as a convex relaxation of matrix
rank. Algorithmically, this allows for a fast and straightforward Z-step via
the proximal operator. For the practictioner, the benefit is that the nuclear
norm alleviates the need to optimize over rank, replacing a costly hyperpa-
rameter grid search with a single choice of regularization parameter  . We
found that there was essentially no difference in choosing a single   versus
three separate  1, 2, 3 for each of the three unfoldings. A single   still cor-
rectly identified low-rank structure across the three unfoldings, even when
the ranks of these unfoldings differed.
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Chapter 4
Mapping Motor Cortex to Muscles
with Dynamic Transformations
4.1 Introduction
The analysis of M1 data in Chapter 2 revealed that M1 activity contains
more “structure” than the corresponding EMG that M1 ultimately drives.
Although not emphasized in previous chapters it is indeed the case that the
dimensionality of M1 is higher than the dimensionality of EMG (across neu-
rons and muscles, respectively). The preferred-mode analysis of Chapter 2
simply took this observation a step further, indicating that the extra “struc-
ture” in M1 is consistent with an autonomous linear dynamical system. This
result provides a simple explanation for differences in dimensionality: in or-
der forM1 to producemuscle commands it requires more dimensions of neu-
ral activity than its corresponding outputs, due to the constraints imposed by
autonomous linear dynamical systems.
Nevertheless, the preferred mode analysis never related M1 and EMG
activity directly. The richness of the dataset—M1 recorded alongside EMG—
allows for analyses that relates the two signals, which is the focus of this
chapter. By relating the two sets of signals, we can get a further sense of just
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how anatomically distributed the dynamics of the sensory-to-behavior trans-
formation are. In particular, we ask: do the intervening structures between
M1 and muscles themselves play a role in the dynamic transformation? Or,
is the relationship between M1 and muscles approximately static, suggesting
that the bulk of dynamics occur in M1?
Anatomically, both situations are defensible. Motor cortex sends direct
projections to spinal motorneurons. It is thus conceivable that the transfor-
mation from neural to muscle activity could be almost purely static. How-
ever, many cortico-spinal projections synapse on spinal interneurons, and it
seems likely that the local circuitry of the spinal cord could contribute sig-
nificant dynamics. In the same vein, many motor cortex neurons send pro-
jections to brainstem nuclei that may have their own internal dynamics, and
that in turn project to the spinal cord.
4.2 Subspace identification
In what follows, we consider the linear system
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t)
(4.1)
with u 2 Rm, x 2 Rn, y 2 Rp, and the system matrices A, B, C, D with
appropriate dimensions. In this case, we let u be the vector of motor cortex
activations (inputs) and y be the vector of EMG responses (outputs). Since
u and y are both known (recorded), the system identification problem is as
follows: For known sequences u(t) and y(t), determine the system matrices,
as well as the state sequence x(t).
To test the significance of dynamics in theM1-to-EMG transformation, we
compare twomodels. The dynamic model setsD = 0, while the static model
sets A,B, and C to 0.
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There are numerous ways to fit equation 4.1, indicated by the extensive
literature on the problem (known as linear system identification) [37]. Even
recently, it was shown that simple gradient descent efficiently converges to
a solution [16], despite the fact that the problem is nonconvex and the state
space model is overparameterized. Here, we focus on a simple algebraic
approach known as subspace identification.
We proceed by deriving an algebraic relation between the input and out-
put sequence. First, it is easy to derive a form for the state sequence:
























D 0 0 · · · 0
CB D 0 · · · 0
CAB CB D 0
... . . . . . .











This data equation can be easily derived from (4.2) and (4.1). Since the system
is time-invariant, then the above equation applies for a batch of data from
t = 1 to t = s, from t = 2 to t = s + 1, and so forth. Thus we can consider
multiple data batches at once using a block Hankel matrix for y,
Y0,s,N =
266666664
y(0) y(1) · · · y(N   1)
y(1) y(2) · · · y(N)
...
... . . .
...
y(s  1) y(s) · · · y(N + s  2)
377777775 ,
with U0,s,N defined similarly. The subscript 0 indicates the top-left entry, s
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is the number of block-rows, and N is the number of columns. We can now
compactly write our data equation as




x(0) x(1) · · · x(N   1)
 
In practice, s is a user parameter that is chosen to be larger than some
guess for n, which is at this point unknown. And N is chosen to be as large
as possible such thatN+s 2 is the last recorded data point. Thus the Hankel
matrices Y0,s,N and U0,s,N have many more columns than rows.
The idea of subspace identification is to isolate the termOsX0,N in Eq. (4.3),
from which Os can be inferred from the column space (the “subspace”), and
subsequently we can identify the matrices A and C. To do so, we must re-
move the influence of input in Eq. (4.3). This can be accomplished by multi-
plying on the right by ⇧?U0,s,N , a projection matrix that defines the orthogonal





And finally, under general conditions, it can be shown that
range(Y0,s,N⇧?U0,s,N ) = range(Os)
(see [37] for a proof). We thus can determine Os by the column space of
Y0,s,N⇧?U0,s,N by computing its SVD. The number of significant singular values
reveal the order of the system, n (i.e. the dimension of the state variable). The
corresponding first n left singular vectors, Un, then form our estimate for Os.
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From here, C = Un(1 : p, :), and A is the unique solution to
Un(1 : (s  1)p, :)A = Un(p+ 1 : sp, :).
OnceA andC are known, thematricesB andD and the initial state x(0)must
be found. There are numerous methods for finding these, and they are all
equivalent in the noise-free case, but perhaps the most principled approach
is to notice the system is linear in the parameters B, D, and x(0) once A and
C are known, thus can be solved via least squares. The formulation of the
least squares problem is somewhat complicated and can be found in [37].
In practice, the orthogonal projection is computed by a QR decomposi-
tion, which is computationally efficient. This particular subspace method is
known as MOESP, or “Multivariable Output-Error State-sPace.” The MOESP
technique yields unbiased estimates of system parameters with white obser-
vation noise (i.e. a noise sequence added to y(t)). For colored output noise, or
white innovation noise (i.e. a noise sequence added to x(t)), the methodmust
be modified, which has led to the PO-MOESP technique. In PO-MOESP, we
construct four block Hankel matrices: U0,s,N , Us,s,N , Y0,s,N , and Ys,s,N . Here,
the oblique projection of Ys,s,N onto the row space of
264U0,s,N
Y0,s,N
375 along the row
space of Us,s,N removes the influence of both the input and noise (this pro-
jection is also calculated by a QR decomposition). The theory behind this is
rather involved, and proofs that show this method yields unbiased estimates
of system parameters can be found in [37].
Themethodmust also bemodified to handlemultiple conditions. We can-
not simply concatenate different conditions across time, as this would intro-
duce discontinuities in the signals. One option is to identify each condition
separately and then average. However, subspace identification techniques
perform very poorly with short time signals thus it is better to consider all






FIGURE 4.1: Schematic of subspace identification. Here, p = 1
(single output), s = 3 and u = 0. Each point is a vector in
the block Hankel matrix Y0,s,N . The 2-dimenaional subspace
implies that Y0,s,N is rank 2, thus n = 2. The subspace itself
is sufficient to determine parameters A and C. Different 2-
dimensional subspaces would indicate different 2nd order sys-
tems. Figure replicated from [37]
data at once. We can simply concatenate the Hankel matrices from different
conditions and proceed as usual:
Y0,s,N =

Y (1)0,s,N | Y (2)0,s,N | · · · | Y (c)0,s,N
 
,
where Y (i)0,s,N is the Hankel matrix from the ith condition. We must also iden-
tify the initial states for each separate condition, adding to the number of free
parameters of the model, and this can be done via the least squares method
mentioned above.
4.3 Other system identification methods
As outlined in Chapter 1, the motivation for using a state-space representa-
tion of linear dynamical system is that it naturally captures shared-pole trans-
formations betweenmultidimensional inputs andmultidimensional outputs.
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In BMI applications this constraint is probably not necessary—an impulse re-
sponse model, ARX model, or their nonlinear versions would be preferable.
But in terms of scientific interpretation we wish to understandM1 as a popu-
lation and its relationship with muscles as a “population.” Or, in engineering
parlance, we wish to model a MIMO (multi-input multi-output) dynamical
system and state-space models do this naturally.
Intuitively, it is tempting to further suggest that state-space models are
preferable since x gives us a proxy for actual neural activity (e.g. spinal)
from “hidden” neurons. This interpretation should be cautioned. First, any
change of basis of Rn corresponds to an equivalent dynamical system (up
to input-output behavior). Thus, the components of x do not admit special
interpretation. Second, impulse-response and ARX models contain (mostly)
the same information as state-space models, and one can fit an impulse re-
sponse and then realize a corresponding state-space description. Thus, there
is nothing notable about the introduction of latent variables x. They are just
the consequence of this particular parameterization of the dynamical system
D.
With that said, there is an interpretational advantage of state-space mod-
els that we do not exploit, but could be grounds for future work on the re-
lationship between M1 and EMG. Ideally, we wish not just to fit EMG from
M1 data, but to understand this transformation. In particular, the dynam-
ics are determined by the poles of transfer function H(z) (the eigenvalues of
A) but different input-output pairs ui, yj will exhibit distinct zeros (the ze-
ros of the numerator of H(z)), leading to distinct pole-zero cancellations or
near-cancellations. Meaning, one muscle group may wish to preferentially
utilize some modes over others (e.g. different frequency/phase preference),
and these modes may be driven by a distinct set of inputs. A state-space
formalism makes this relationship a bit more interpretable in the following
way. We have a state-space model fit from data. Next, we parameterize A in






 1 !1 0 0 0
 !1  1 0 0 0
0 0  2 !2 0
0 0  !2  2 0
0 0 0 0  3
377777777775
(4.4)
where the eigenvalues of A (in this example) are  1± i!1,  2± i!2 and  3 2 R.
Modal form is a representation of A like the diagonalization of A, but where
conjugate-pairs are expanded into 2 ⇥ 2 blocks (This can also be defined for
non-diagonalizable A in the obvious way via comparison to the Jordan nor-
mal form). The modal form is one of several parameterizations that are used
in making the system more interpretable, easier to train, etc. (the companion
form being the other main example).
We can put the system in modal form via a transformation of the state
variable x˜ = Px for a specific nonsingular P . The corresponding matrices
change via A 7! PAP 1, B 7! PB and C 7! CP 1.
The resulting system admits direct interpretation, since the state variable
xˆ has interpretable components. The columns ofB specify the coefficients for
how much neuron i drives or “cares about” each of the modes of the system.
Since the data u come with meaningful labels (e.g. the location of the neuron
on the array, the depth of the electrode, the profile of its spikes), B might
have structure that relates to the labels in some way. The rows of C spec-
ify the coefficients for how much muscle j is driven by each of the modes of
the system. Since each output component is meaningfully labeled (trapezius,
deltoid, etc.), the matrix C is interpretable in the context of those labels. A
full understanding of the M1-to-EMG transformation would involve the un-
derstanding of how a particular subset of neurons drives a particular set of
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dynamical modes, which drive a particular set of muscles.
4.4 Comparing dynamic with static
We wish to compare the efficacy of dynamic vs. static maps in the M1-to-
EMG transformation. As emphasized in other chapters, one of the defining
features of M1 as it relates to EMG is that it contains more structure—i.e. M1
is higher dimensional than EMG and the extra dimensions are not just noise.
This makes model comparison fundamentally difficult: fitting EMG is easy,
regardless of the model. This is because any model has a superset of patterns
in M1 to draw upon—all of which are “EMG-like.” Thus, both the static and
dynamic models are already overdetermined, given the structure of inputs u.
In recent work, Kaufman et al. [19] decomposed M1 into mutually or-
thogonal subspaces—an output-null space that does not map to muscles and
an output-potent spaces that does. More specifically, anything not in the
output-null subspace is mapped to muscles, and its orthogonal complement,
the output-potent subspace, defines the spaces where all variation is mapped
to muscle variation. All other M1 states are a combination of vectors from
the two. We could adopt their formalism and use data only from the output-
potent subspace. This would be somewhat circular since the spaces them-
selves were defined via regression.
We therefore adopted the following approach. We preprocessed the in-
puts by using the top m principal components of neural activity and varied
m as a measure of model complexity. Increasing m meant the system could
draw from a larger set of input patterns. Since the inputs were principal com-
ponents, each input was mutually orthogonal. Preprocessing inputs in this
fashion is in any case standard procedure in system identification [37]. With
m sufficiently large, both models should perform equally well. For smaller
m, one might perform better than the other.
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FIGURE 4.2: Train set (left) and test set (right).
Thus, for a given choice of m, does the static or dynamic model perform
better? We fit the dynamic model via subspace identification outlined above
and the static model via regularized regression.
Naturally, since both models are qualitatively different and contain dif-
ferent numbers of parameters, we compare them by assessing performance
on test data. Data were trained on curved reaches. Test data included all
the straight reaches (Figure X). Data was too limited to perform model se-
lection over hyperparameters. We therefore confirmed that results held over
different choices of L2 regularization constant in the static model. Further,
we opted for a reasonable time shift of the inputs u to account for the trans-
mission delay between M1 and EMG, though this value can be optimized.
We did not apply a time shift to the inputs in the dynamical model.
4.5 Results
In monkey J we found that the dynamic model performed better than the
static model (0.045 vs 0.07 mean-squared error on the test set). In monkey
N, both models performed similarly well. The latter result may be due to
the EMG recordings of monkey N, which tended to be less oscillatory and
exhibited simple temporal structure. This could be a simple data limitation—
a different sampling of muscle sites may have revealed richer signals—as
opposed to particular behavioral patterns of that monkey.
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FIGURE 4.3: Example, not necessarily representative fit traces.
Three trapezius muscles (columns 1, 2, 3) and three reach con-
ditions (rows 1, 2, 3), the (processed) EMG data (black), predic-
tion from the dynamic model (blue), and prediction from the
static model (red). The static model traces sometimes matched
the data reasonably well (e.g. in other muscle-condition exam-
ples not shown above), but were at times of the wrong phase
(middle row), poorly accentuated (middle column), or absent
of the main oscillatory frequency (four corners).
The dynamic models were of order n = 6, which roughly models a bot-
tleneck between the higher-dimensional inputs and outputs. The modes had
frequencies of 4 Hz, 2.3 Hz, and 0.6 Hz with corresponding time constants
of 0.28, 0.11, and 0.14, respectively. The 0.6 Hz mode acts primarily as an
exponential filter of the inputs, while the other two modes provided sup-
port for muscle oscillations not directly phase-aligned to the corresponding
oscillations present in the inputs.
We emphasize: the frequency content of EMG signals is roughly the same
as the frequency content of the neural signals. There is thus no reason a
priori that a dynamic transformation is required. Why did the dynamicmodel
perform better? The likely explanation is that the models had to generate
outputs consistently across different conditions. A static model fit to each
condition separately performed well, similar to the dynamic model, but each
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corresponding Bc was different. When we insist that a single B is used for all
conditions, it presumably sacrifices fit quality for some subsets of conditions.
In other words, even though the frequency content of M1 data for condition
c is sufficient to fit EMG data for condition c via Bc, the specified weights
do not generalize across conditions. Alternatively, the dynamic model did
not exhibit this problem. And this is the key result: the dynamical model
did not outperform the static model because it generated frequency content
not present in the inputs; it outperformed because a single set of parameters
A,B,C worked across all conditions. From a model-fitting perspective, we
might say the dynamic model was picking up the slack in some conditions
vs others. Scientifically, we would argue that this is evidence of nontrivial
dynamics in the M1-to-EMG transformation. This preliminary result was not
sufficiently verified due to limited data, which we explain below.
4.6 Future work
EMG data were limited and were matched to a limited set of neural record-
ings. The array recordings utilized in Chapter 2 had no corresponding mus-
cle datasets; only the smaller single-electrode datasets were recorded along-
side muscles. With limited data, a clear distinction between dynamic and
static transformations was difficult. Results were shown in only one mon-
key. Thus, the above results are not conclusive.
A simple continuation of this workmight involve the following. We could
fit data using the dynamic, static, and full (A,B,C,D nonzero) model, noting
particular hyperparameter regimes where the full model relies more on the
feedthrough term D vs relying more on the dynamic pathway via A,B,C.
Further, we could opt for much more flexible models—e.g. nonlinear static
and dynamic models—and rely on a common gradient descent method for
fitting (as opposed to subspace identification, which only works for linear
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models). Clearly, the transformation between M1 and EMG is nonlinear, but
for brisk movements analyzed around a cross-condition mean a linear ap-
proximation is likely adequate and comes with the benefit of significantly
more interpretable results. Further emphasis could be placed on different
regularization techniques. More promising, however, would be a full inter-
pretable model that leads to true understanding of the M1-to-EMG trans-
formation. The (known) geometry of muscles and their relationships to each
other, as specified by a particular submanifold ofRp—the EMG configuration
space—should be related to specific aspects of the dynamic model. Perhaps
biomechanics impose that the deltoid and trapezius must coordinate in such
a fashion that they receive the same control signal but at a specified phase
offset. A dynamic model could potentially reveal such relationships and elu-
cidate the role of spinal circuits in the motor control system.
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Chapter 5
A Network Model for Motor Cortex
Here, we will continue to explore M1 activity in terms of an autonomous
dynamical system, but through the use of nonlinear models. We focus on
a question similar to the one posed in Chapter 2: We wish to find analyses
that can identify whether signals are generated by a dynamical system or
are the output of one (i.e. are input-driven). We will train general nonlinear
dynamical systems—recurrent neural networks (RNNs)—to produce EMG
signals from a novel “cycling” task (described below). We wish to find anal-
yses that can correctly identify the RNN state trajectories as coming from an
autonomous dynamical system, while classifying the EMG signals as non-
dynamical. Applying such an analysis to M1 data could then validate the
hypotheses from previous chapters, but now within the context of nonlinear
systems.
Our approach is to focus on geometric properties of state trajectory curves
that are informative of the underlying vector fields for which the trajectories
are solutions. These trajectory properties include basic features from differ-
ential geometry, such as curvature and torsion, as well as “tangling,” a global
analog of curvature. The argument is that simple—in particular, smooth—
vector fields are naturally and easily realizable by dynamical systems and
necessarily produce trajectories of low curvature and low tangling. Trajecto-
ries with high curvature and high tangling could also be realized as solutions
to a vector field, but that vector field would be overly complex and likely not
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robust to noise. In this case a more plausible explanation is that the trajec-
tores are not solutions to a dynamical system but are driven by external or
upstream inputs. Indeed, empirically we find that M1 trajectories exhibit low
tangling/curvature while EMG trajectories exhibit high tangling/curvature.
Thus, we can already see that this story parallels that of Chatper 2 (compare
Figure 4 c,d to Figure 6 c).
Finding a precise mathematical relationship between vector field “com-
plexity,” the corresponding geometric properties of samples of trajectories
from that vector field, and M1 and EMG data, is beyond the scope of this
chapter, in part due to the inherent difficulty of this problem. We opt for a
slightly more empirical approach. We train a large family of RNNs param-
eterized by various regularization hyperparameters and instances of weight
initializations. For each RNN, we calculate the aforementioned summary
features of the state trajectories without strong assumptions of which will
match those of M1, if any. We find that the tangling of RNN state trajectories
very robustly match those of M1 but not EMG. Other properties like curva-
ture and torsion are meaningfully related to regularization hyperparameters
but not as robustly matched to M1.
RNNs are a reasonable proxy for biologically plausible parameterizations
of vector fields of Rn since they are written as linear terms (corresponding
to inputs from other neurons), followed by a bias vector input (correspond-
ing to thresholds for each neuron), followed by an element-wise nonlinearity
(corresponding to the activation nonlinearity of neurons). By constraining
this family of vector fields further to those that produce EMGdata as outputs,
we obtain a family of RNNs that could reasonably model the putative vector
fields underlying the M1 data. By sweeping a range of regularization hy-
perparameters, we explore a space of vector fields across a range of different
geometric properties that nevertheless all produce EMG as output. It is thus
nontrivial that all such RNNs exhibited low tangling, quantitatively similar
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FIGURE 5.1: Cycling task. Visual cues indicate forward (left) or
backward (right) pedaling.
to the M1 data. Ultimately, this supports the claim that M1 data is reasonably
modeled as a dynamical system while EMG is modeled (and known to be)
an output of one. That we arrived at this conclusion with qualitatively differ-
ent datasets, through qualitatively different considerations—dimensionality
(Chapter 2) and geometry (here)—is compelling.
5.0.1 Data
In this study, two rhesus macaques (C and D) were trained to navigate a
virtual environment by grasping and cycling a hand pedal. Monkeys ped-
aled forward or backward to move forward in the environment. Visual cues
indicated whether forward or backward pedaling corresponded to forward
movement. The monkeys cycled for 7 revolutions before collecting a reward.
Other sets of revolutions were part of the dataset, but we analyzed the 7-
revolution data only. In addition to forward and backward pedaling, the
cycling movements either started at the top or bottom of the hand pedal ro-
tation, amounting to C = 4 conditions. The data consists of single neuron
recordings from motor cortex and dorsal premotor cortex (109/103 neurons
for monkey C/D). EMG recordings (29/35 recordings) were obtained from
muscles in the arm, shoulder, and chest.
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FIGURE 5.2: Example kinematic (top) and EMG (bottom) data.
FIGURE 5.3: Example neural data.
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5.0.2 Model
We use the nonlinear system,
x(t+ 1, c) = f(Ax(t, c) + Bu(t, c) + w(t, c)) (5.1)
yˆ(t, c) = Cx(t, c) (5.2)
where w ⇠ N(0,  w), f := tanh, and x 2 Rn. The conditions c 2 {1, 2, 3, 4}
correspond to “forward, top-start,” “forward, bottom-start,” “backward, top-
start,” and “backward, bottom-start,” respectively. We set y(t, c) to be the
recorded muscle activity. We model the input u 2 R2 as u(t, c) = ⇥ 1 0 ⇤> for
c = 1, 2 and u(t, c) =
⇥
0 1
⇤> for c = 3, 4 (for all t in both cases). It is worth
noting that the two different inputs correspond to two different vector fields
of Rn. Thus, the RNN trajectories taken across all conditions do not come
from a single autonomous dynamical system but rather two.
























We analyze the effect of regularization on the RNN. Within a broad range of
different regularized RNNs, we found similar fit performance with signifi-
cantly different geometric properties of the state variable trajectories.
Penalizing the magnitude of the entries of A simplifies the linearized dy-
namics of the system by allowing only a few modes that do not strongly
decay. Penalizing the magnitude of the entries of C ensures that y(t, c) is not
dependent on weakly active neurons. Penalizing the neural activity x(t, c, )
ensures that neurons do not saturate the tanh nonlinearity. Despite these
descriptions, the full effects of these regularization terms are not entirely un-
derstood.
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The noise variance  w is also considered and varied as a hyperparameter
alongside each  i. Noise injection is a standard regularization technique in
the RNN literature.
There are a number of other standard and effective regularization tech-
niques in the RNN literature that we omit since their scientific interpretation
is not clear. These include dropout (on the output weights C) [34] and layer
normalization [4].
The data y(t, c) contains drift across the 7-cycle duration. We did not wish
to overfit to this drift. Knowing that the brain is capable of cycling indefi-
nitely (given an infinite supply of juice rewards), we wished to only study
RNNs capable of producing not only the data y(t, c), but also muscle activ-
ity of arbitrary cycling duration. We thus created 8 new conditions derived
from the data. We created two canonical cycles. The first was the average
of the middle 5 cycles. The second was the average of 4 cycles, half a phase
offset from the middle 5. These canonical cycles were then concatenated for
a total of 10 cycles each. A Butterworth filter was then applied to smooth the
discontinuities from concatenation. The augmented data contained a total of
12 conditions (4 real, and 8 from the two canonical cycles).
5.0.3 Geometric analyses
Curves are often used as an elementary case study for differential geometry
before one dives into the richer world of surfaces and its generalizations.
The differential geometry of curves are easy to handle and well-understood.
They key feature is curvature, which measures how much a curve deviates
from being a straight line. Curvature is often defined as the inverse of the
radius of the best-fit circle at a point on a curve. Generalized curvatures are
also considered: the torsion of a curve measures how much a curve deviates
locally from a plane. A curve in Rn with constant curvature and zero torsion
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is a circle confined to a 2-dimensional subspace. Nonzero torsion indicates
the curve must explore beyond a 2-dimensional subspace ofRn. We use these
geometric features to analyze RNN, M1, and EMG data.
Curvature
A curve is a vector-valued function:
  : I ! Rn (5.4)
where I is a nonempty interval of R, e.g. I = [0, T ].
The Frenet frame is a set of orthonormal vectors, denoted e1(t), . . . , en(t).
The first vector e1 is tangent to the curve. The first and second define the
plane of curvature: the plane in which the best-fit circle—the osculating cir-
cle—resides. The third vector defines the direction of torsion, etc.
To construct the Frenet frame, we apply Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
to the derivatives of  (t):  0(t),  00(t), . . . ,  (n)(t).
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FIGURE 5.4: To determine the curvature of a curve (green) in
Rn from noisy samples (blue dots) at a point, we select adjacent
points and fit a polynomial approximation (red). From here,
the Frenet frame (black) and osculating circle (blue) can be cal-
culated explicitly.
Where  1(t) is the curvature of   and  2(t) is the torsion of  .
How do we calculate ei and  i from discrete, possibly noisy samples of  ?
Numerically, we can calculate the Frenet frame along with the generalized
curvatures by locally approximating the curve  (t) by an order d polynomial
at time t. Using N > d data points nearby and including the data point at
time t. From here, the values of  (t):  0(t),  00(t), . . . ,  (n)(t) can be calculated
symbolically using the derivatives of the polynomial (Figure 5.4).


































And simply use our polynomial estimates of  0(t),  00(t), . . . . That is, in
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the above calculations of ei(t) and  i(t), we simply need our polynomial es-
timates of  (t) and its derivatives, leading to a simple numerical implemen-
tation of generalized curvature calculation.
Clearly, we can only estimate ei(t) and  i(t) up to the order of the poly-
nomial d. There is an apparent trade-off between our need for estimating
higher-order curvatures and the quality of those fits: a d too large would
overfit noisy data and vastly overestimate curvature.
Note that the above procedure reproduces the more familiar formula for
curvature in n dimensions:






We observe, soon, that EMG trajectories exhibit higher curvature than M1
trajectories. A plausible explanation is as follows. M1 must generate pat-
terns that drive muscles, thus M1 activity is determined by two constraints.
The first is that the patterns must resemble muscle activity such that they
can be transformed to EMG via a downstream function. The second is that
the patterns must be those that can be generated by neural circuit dynamics.
A natural assumption is that the underlying vector field must be relatively
smooth and thus produce trajectories of relatively low curvature. Testing this
idea directly is impossible with current data given that we do not have access
to M1’s vector field, only to four trajectories, potentially all generated from a
single vector field (or two, corresponding to the forward and backward ex-
perimental conditions). We thus need other tools to get the most out of the
available data. This is the first motivation for the following analysis.
The second motivation is to note that curvature is local, and that this is
necessary but not sufficient for trajectories arising from a smooth dynamical
system. Curvature captures smoothness of an underlying vector field for a
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given trajectory (along the direction of the trajectory), but only at a given
point. A figure ‘8’ is locally smooth with low curvature everywhere locally,
but globally inconsistent with an underlying, 2-dimensional vector field due
to the intersection. We thus generalize curvature to not just compare nearby
time points but to compare a given time point to all other time points in the









where x˙(t) is the is finite difference, x˙(t) = (x(t + 1)   x(t))/ t, and the
trajectory x(t) 2 Rn is taken over all time points of a given condition c, or
as the concatenation of all conditions. The constant ↵ scales the degree to
which we weight nearby points versus distant points, and also ensures the
denominator does not go to 0. We set ↵ = 0.1. Intuitively, tangling at time
t is large if there exists another time point with similar state and dissimilar
derivative (or difference).
It is clear that tangling, not curvature, is the right metric for testing the
hypothesis above—whether a trajectory comes from a relatively smooth vec-
tor field. Both metrics reveal more information than either alone. The com-
parison of the two metrics reveals the degree to which tangling depends on
nonlocal points as opposed to nearby points.
Robustness
We calculated two measures of RNN robustness. We calculated structural
robustness by perturbing A by a random matrix: Ap  A + ⌃, where ⌃i,j ⇠
N(0,  s) for all i, j. We simulated the RNN using Ap in place of A. For each
 s, we ran 5 trials with different random draws of ⌃ and took the mean R2.
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We increased  s until the error between y and yˆ dropped below R2 = 0.5.
Here, we set  w = 0 in Eq. 5.1 even if a positive  w was used during training.
Noise robustness was calculated similarly, except we increased  w in
Eq. 5.1, while keeping the original learned A.
Simulations
We trained multiple RNNs to the EMG data of both monkeys (C and D).
For each RNN, values of  A,  C ,  x, and  w were drawn randomly from log
uniform distributions,  A 2 [10 4, 10 1],  C 2 [10 6, 101],  x 2 [10 4, 101],
and  w 2 [10 4, 10 1]. Each RNN included n = 100 neurons. Addition-
ally, each matrix of the RNN was initialized to a random orthonormal ma-
trix. RNNs were trained using Tensorflow’s Adam optimizer [1, 20]. We
discarded RNNs that failed training (R2 < 0.5). For each RNN, we then cal-
culated its tangling, mean curvature, mean torsion, Euclidean path length,
structural robustness, and noise robustness.
5.0.4 Results
Figure 5.5 shows the principal components of the activations of one example
RNN (left) and the M1 data. Qualitatively, both the RNN and M1 exhibit
similar behavior when compared with EMG (Figure 5.6)
Hyperparameter results are displayed in Figure 5.7. Notably, the tangling
of each RNN (top row) depended weakly on  x and  A, but clustered near
the tangling of M1, well below the tangling of EMG. Since the tanglingmetric
depends on both time and condition, we summarized tangling with a single
value by took the empirical cumulative distribution and evaluated the num-
ber of points larger than 0.9. The robustness of the networks most strongly
depended on  x and  w. Naturally,  x produced shorter trajectories in terms
of Euclidean path length. It is plausible that the corresponding decrease in
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FIGURE 5.5: RNN (left) and M1 data (right). Top 4 principal
components plotted against each other (off diagonals) and his-
tograms of the data projected onto each of the four principal
components (diagonals).
FIGURE 5.6: Top 4 principal components of EMG data.
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robustness is due to the smaller scale at large  x. I.e. the cutoff values for  w
and  s could be lower at large  x not due to inherent lack of robustness, but
due to significantly different scaling of those values. Alternatively, it is plau-
sible that large  x imposes linear solutions, thus are incapable of producing
self-correcting limit cycles. Curvature appeared most strongly related to  A,
which is sensible since large  A encourages simpler solutions. Yet a large  A
did not seem to be strongly related to tangling. Finally, we note that in Fig-
ure 5.8, robustness did not seem to be strongly related to tangling, despite
one of our initial hypotheses.
5.1 Discussion
Our primary result is that RNNs naturally recapitulate features of M1 data,
most notably tangling, when trained solely on EMG data. This result is ob-
served in the top row of Figure 5.7.
We initially predicted that tangling and robustness should be strongly
and negatively correlated. Intuitively, smoother vector fields are expected
to be less tangled, but this is not trivial to make precise. We suspect that
this lack of correlation may be in part due to the different scales of the RNN
activations. For example, large  x corresponds to lower firing rates of the
neurons which can be compensated by larger weights in C to fit EMG, but
require a different notion of scaling in  w for determining noise threshold in
the robustness calculation. Further workmay investigate the robustness rela-
tive to the scaling of activation determined by, say, the variance of firing rate
across the population or even the path length of trajectories. Additionally,
both curvature and tangling still measure features of the trajectories them-
selves and not the vector fields that generated them. Thus, a highly tangled
trajectory can still be robust if at each point the Jacobian of the system at
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FIGURE 5.7: Influence of hyperparameters on various features
of the RNN state trajectories. Each dot (red) corresponds to a
particular choice of hyperparameters (columns). The green hor-
izontal line corresponds to the corresponding value of the M1
dataset. The blue line corresponds to the corresponding value
of the EMG dataset. Black lines are regression fits. Data is for
monkey C.
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FIGURE 5.8: Lines and dots as in Figure 5.7. RNN robustness
is not strongly correlated with tangling, but most RNNs cap-
tured the low tangling of M1. Robustness is negatively corre-
lated with mean curvature, but mean curvature did not cluster
near the empirical mean curvatures of M1 or EMG.
each point is strongly contracting, corresponding to a highly robust limit cy-
cle. Additionally, our intuition for tangling in 3-dimensional systems would
suggest a negative relationship between tangling and robustness, but this in-
tuition need not apply in R100. Further work could nevertheless explore this
relationship more carefully, controlling for features such as path length and
dimensionality.
Nevertheless, the data presented itself with an interesting mathematical
problem: investigate the degree to which a set of trajectories is likely gener-
ated by an underlying dynamical system, or is simply the output of one—
i.e. is input-driven and thus not constrained to obey a flow field. The em-
prical observation that M1 and EMG differed in basic geometric features
suggests a route to investigate this problem. One could almost always de-
scribe an externally-driven system with an underlying vector field (given
that there are no actual intersections in the trajectories)—but such a vector
field would be 1) overly complex and 2) not likely generalizable across con-
ditions. In Chapter 2, we focused on the dimensionality considerations of the
2nd constraint—not sufficiently generalizable across conditions implies the
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neuron-preferred structure of such systems. In this chapter, we are presented
with data with an insufficient number of conditions (4) to investigate this
structure, yet the geometric features of the data trajectories suggest a route
to tackle the problem by focusing on the first constraint: underlying vec-
tor fields for autonomous dynamical systems should be relatively simple, or
smooth, compared to those that one might try to fit to externally driven sys-
tems. Curvature is one such measure of smoothness, though we argued that
tangling is a more appropriate measure for the problem at hand. The empri-
cally lower tangling of M1 compared to EMG is suggestive of the result. The
fact that various RNNs—which as ground truth are dynamical systems—
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